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SECTION r.

OF THE METHOD OF LIMITS AND LIMITING RATIOS.

Def. 1. The Limit of a continually increasing or de-

creasing quantity or ratio is that quantity or ratio, to which

it continually approximates, but to which, though it may ap-

proach nearer than by any assignable difference, it never be-

comes actually equal.

Obs. The limit of a varying quantity or ratio is fre-

quently ^lled the ultimate value of that quantity or ratio;

when we say that one quantity is ultimately equal to another,

it is not to be inferred that the two quantities are ever

equal, though their difference may be less than any assignable

quantity.

Def. 2. Quantities or the ratios of quantities tend con-

tinually to equality, when the ratio of the difference to either

of them continually decreases.

Lemma I.

Quantities and the ratios of quantities^ which tend con-

tinually to equality^ and whose difference may he made to ^
hear to either of them a ratio less thati any finite ratio,

have their limits equal.

For if the limits be not equal, let L and L + D represent

them; then the ratio of the difference of the limits to one

of them

= D : L or D : L + T).



Now since the quantities or ratios tend continually to equality,

tlie ratio of their difference to either of them must always be

greater than that of the difference of their limits to either of

the limits, that is than D : L or Z) : /, + />, either of which

is a finite ratio. But by the hypothesis the ratio of their

difference to cither of them may be made less than any finite

ratio, which is absurd ; therefore the limits are not unequal,

that is, they arc equal.

Cor. Hence if the quantities or ratios be finite, the limit

f
Ct[>^ of their difference, as they tend continually to equality, must

equal 0. If they be indefinitely great, the limit of their

difference may be a finite quantity or ratio, for it would

bear to either of them an indefinitely small ratio. La.stly,

if they be indefinitely small, it must be a quantity or ratio,

which vanishes compared with cither of them.

II.

// ill any figure AKa^ hou tided by the straight lines Aa^

AK, and the curve Vme Ka, there he inscribed any number of

parallelograms Ab^ Bc^ Cd....on equal bases AB, BCy CD,...,

and the parallelograms Ba, Cft, Dc....be completed ; then if

the number of these parallelograms be increased and their

breadths diminished indefinitely, the limit <f the sum of each

series will be the curvilinear area AA'a.

For as their bases are dimi-

nished, each scries of parallelograms

continually approximates to the area

AKa. Also the difference between

the two series is the sum of the

parallelograms ab, he, cd ... which

sum is tHjual to the parallelogram

aB, for the base of each is equal

to AB, and the sum of their altitudes to that of aB, and by

diminishing the bases this difference, and therefore, a fortiori.
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the difference of either series and the area AKa may be made
less tlian any assignable quantity, and therefore, by Lemma i,
the hmit of either series is the curvilinear area AKa.

Lemma III.

If the two series of parallelograms be described in the
same manner as in the last Lemma, except that their bases {.
are not all equal, the limit of each series, when their bases
are diminished indefinitely, is in this case also the curvi-
linear area AKa.

For take AF equal to the great-
est base, and complete the parallel-

ogram Fa ; then this parallelogram,
which is evidently greater than the
difference between the two series of
parallelograms, may, by diminishing
the base, be made less than any
assignable quantity. Hence the dif-

ference between the two series, and therefore a fortiori, the
difference between each series and the area AKa may be made
less than any assignable quantity ; and they tend continually
to equality, therefore, by Lemma i, the limit of each series
is the curvilinear area AKa.

CoK. 1. If the chords ab, be, cd... be drawn, the limit
of the area bounded by Aa, AK and the chords, when the
bases AB, BC, CD.... are diminished indefinitely, is the
curvilinear area AKa, for it always lies between this area,
and the inner series of parallelograms.

CoR. 2. The limit of the figure bounded by Aa, AK
and the tangents through a,b, c...x% the same 'curvilinear
area, since it lies always between the curvilinear area, and
the outer series of parallelograms.

CoR. 3. The curve line a A" is the limit of tlie boundary
formed by the chords.

1—2
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If in two eiirvilhiear Jignres there can he insci'ibed the

same number of parnUelograms, which^ when their number is

increased^ and their breadths diminished indefinitely, are

ultimately to each other in a give7i ratio, the areas of the

curvilinear figures will be in that ratio.

Let PQR, pqr be the figures, and let the })arallelograms

^1, A^, ^:,, ...be inscribed in the one, and o^ Wjj (hi-"

in the other.

, , , ^1 ^2 '-f-t

and let — = m + .r,, — = ?;i + a?2, —

.r,a?2.rg . . . being quantities,

which vanish, wlien the

breadths of the parallelo-

grams are diminished in-

definitely, so that accord-

ing to the hypothesis,

&c. = &c.

/I ^
'

7

,. -A. ,. . A. ,. . A,
hmit —^ = /» = hmit — = limit — = &c.

a^ a 2 ffg

Hence y/,=wa, + .rjr/,, A.. = ma,. + x.^aj, A^=ma3+.v-ia^, &c. = &c.

.-. A^+ Ar.+ A:i+ ... =m(a^+ 0^+0:^+...) + .i,fl, + .r^Os+.r3a:, + ...

^, + Jg + -^3 + . .

.

'T, o,'+ J^ja, + 4^,03 + . .

.

limit
^j + J.H -I- . .

.

limit
'"'-^'"'-^'^'"^-^

a^ + a^-¥ 03+ ...ff,+ a,+ 03+...

Now since .r, vanishes in the limit, ,r,rt| vanishes compared

with a
I

; similarly I'v^i, vanishes compared with a.^, a^a^ com-

pared with «,, and so on ; the number of terms also in the two

series is the same, therefore vdtimately .r,a, + .r^a^ + r.^a^-\- ...

vanishes compared with «, + a^ 4- ff^ + •••»

or limit ' ' —*-• t-t =
a.-i 0,+ fl,+ ...



^, ,. . A, + A, + J,+ ... area PQR
Also limit =

,

«i + «2 + «3 + ••• ai'ea pqr

area PQR
.-. = w.

area ^j^r

CoK. If there be two quantities of any kind, which are

divided into the same number of parts, and if these parts,

when their number is continually increased and the magni-

tude of each continually diminished, be to each other in a

given ratio, the whole quantities will be in that ratio.

For if the parts be substituted for the parallelograms, and

the whole quantities for the figures PQR, pqr, the reasoning

Avill be the same in the two cases.

Def. 1. A curve is a line traced out by a moving point,

which is continually changing the direction of its motion.

Def. 2. One curvilinear figure is said to be similar to

another, when any rectilinear figure being inscribed in the first,

a similar rectilinear figure may be inscribed in the other.

Obs. The curves and curvilinear figures, treated of in

this Section, are always supposed to lie in one plane.

Lei V.

The homologous sides of all similar curvilinear Jigures

are proportionals, and their areas are in the duplicate ratio

of the sides.

Let ACB, a eh be two similar figures, of which the sides

AB, AC, BC, are homologous
„

to ah, ac, he, respectively ; then

by definition, if ADEBC be a

polygon inscribed in ABC, a

similar polygon adehc may be

inscribed in ahc. Let such po-

lygonsbe inscribed; and join CZ),

CE, &c. cd, ce, &c. dividing the

polygons into the same number of similar triangles
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.-. JD : AC = ad : or,

alt''" A/) : ad = AC : fit;

Similailv DE : dc = DC : dr = AC : ac,

EF : ef= AC : ac.

therefore, coiuponendo

AD + DE + EF + &c. : ad + dc + c/+ ... = AC : ac.

Now this being always tnie, will be true when the miniber

of sides is increased, and their magnitudes diminished, without

limit ;

.'.limit AD + DE+ EF+ ... : hmknd+de + ef + ... = AC: acy

and therefore by Lem. in, Cor. .<,

ADB : adb= AC : ac

= BC : he.

Again, polygon ADEBC : polygon adchc = AC' : atr^

anil this l)eing always true will l)e true in the limit;

.-. limit polygon ADEBC : limit adehc = AC^ : ar;

therefore by Lem. iii. Cor. 1,

eurviliuear figure A fiC : curvilinear fig. nhc = AC^ : ac'

= ADB]' : adbl*

= BC : bcK

Con. If ACB, ach be two similar figures, and CjB, ce

be equally inclininl to AC, ac, then AC : CE = ac : ce.

Hence also this definition :



Two curves are said to be similar, when there can be drawn
in them two distances from two points similarly situated, such,

that if any two other distances be drawn equally inclined to the

former, the four are proportional.

Prob. Let the chord AB of the curve ACB be produced
to 6, to describe on Ab a. curve similar to ACB.

In ACB take any point P, join

AP, and produce AP to jo, so that

Ajp : Ah = AP : AB ; then if the

curve Apb be the locus of all points,

whose position is determined in the same manner as that of j),

it will be similar to the curve APB.

Def. 1. The tangent to a curve AB at A is the straight

line, in which the generating point would move, if instead of

changing the direction of its motion it moved on in the direc-

tion which it had at A.

Def. 2. The curvature of a curve is said to be continued

through a point, when the curve is wholly convex to the

tangent at that point, and on the same side of it, and when the

change of direction is not abrupt, but gradual; that is, if

ATCT, BT, (Fig. Lem. vi.) be tangents at A and B, in a

curve of continued curvature, the angle BTU as B moves up
to Aj diminishes through everv change of magnitude from its

original value and ultimately vanishes.

Lemma VI.

If ACB be an arc of continued curvature, AB the chord,

and ATU the tangent at A. the angle BAT betiveen the chord

and tangent, as B moires along the curve towards A and
ultimately coincides with that point, continually diminishes

and idtimately vanishes.

Let the tangents at A and B meet in the point T ; then

liie angle BTU measures the change in the direction of the
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motion of the generating point whici) takes

])lacc in passing from /? to J, and since

tlie curvature is continued, this angle, as B
moves towards and ultimately coincides with

y/, continually diminishes and ultimately

vanishes, therefore a fortiori the interior

angle BAT continually diminishes anel ul-

timately vanishes. -

Cor. Similar conterminous arcs, which have their chords

coincident, have a coinnion tangent.

Let the similar conterminous arcs, APB, apb have their

chords AB^ Ah coincident, and let

AP}), AQfj be any other coincident i^
chords ; then since the curves are si-

milar y/P : Ap = AB : Ah = AQ : Aq,

therefore the arcs AP^ Ap are similar, ^i>-:Z,^'^^ ^~~^^P

that is, the chords of the similar arcs

AP^ Ap coincide. Now let P and p
move up to A, the arcs AP, Ap, since they arc always similar,

will vanish together, and APp in its ultimate position will be

a tangent to each, that is, the arcs APB, Aj>l) have a common
tangent.

DkI'. The 67<6/t'«»e of an arc is a straight line ilrawn from

one extremity of the arc to meet at a finite angle the tangent

to the arc at its other extremity.

l.v.i VII.

//* BI) be a 8nhten.se of the arc ACB of continued cur-

vature, the chord AB, the arc ACB, and the tangent AD,
when BI) iimres jxirallel tn itself up to A, are ultimately equal

to enrli other.

Produce AD to any fixed

point d, and draw dh parallel

to DB to meet AB produced

in h; on Ah describe the arc

Ach sinnlar to ACB, and as

B moves up to A, let Aeh st)

alter its form as to be always



similar to ACB ; hence the two arcs have a common tangent,

and the three lines AB^ ACB, AD are always proportional to

Ah, Achy Ad, Now as B moves up to A, the angle hAd
continually diminishes and ultimately vanishes, (Lemma vi,),

the point b moves up to and coincides with d, and therefore

Ab and Ad are ultimately equal; also, since db ultimately

vanishes, Ad + db is ultimately equal to Ah, therefore the arc

Acb, which is greater than Ab and less than Ad + dh, is

ultimately equal to Ab. Hence AB, ACB, AD, which are

always proportional to Ab, Acb, Ad, are ultimately equal to

each other.

CoK. 1. Since the proof holds whatever be the inclination

of BD to the tangent, provided it be

finite, if BE be a subtense making any

other finite angle with AD, the tan-

gents AE, AD, and the chord and arc

are ultimately equal.

Coil. 2. Also if the parallelograms ADBF, AEBG be

completed, since AD, AE are always equal to BF, BG
respectively, the lines AD, AE, BF, BG are ultimately equal

to the chord and arc; and in all geometrical investigations the

ultimate values of all these lines may be used indiscriminately

for each other.

Lkmma VIII.

If the straight lines AR, DBR, which meet in R, make

with the chord AB, the arc ACB, and the tangent AD, the

triangles ABR, ACBR, ADR ; these three triangles, when B
moves up to A, are ultimately similar and equal to each

other.

Produce AD to a fixed point d, and

draw dbr parallel to DBR, meeting A B,

AR produced in b, r. On Ab describe

the arc Ach similar to ACB, and let it

so alter its form, as B moves up to A, as

to be always similar to ACB. Then the

two arcs will have a common tangent

ADd, and the three triangles ABR^
ACBR, ADR will be always similar to
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the three Jbr, Achr, Adr respectively, and will hear each to

i-ach the same ratio, viz. that of RA'- : rA'; hence, alternando,

ADR : ACBR : ADR = Ahr : Arhr : Adr.

Now let BD move parallel to itself up to ./, then the angle

hAd cojitinually diminishes and ultimately vanishes; and Ab
and therefoij the intermediate arc Acb ultimately coincide with

y/(/; hence the triangles Altr, Acbr, are ultimately .similar and

equal to Adr; therefore the triangles ARR, ACRR, ADR^
which are always proportional to them, are ultimately similar

and equal to each olhei'.

Oiis. In the Lemma RBD is supposed to move parallel

to itself towards A, that is, h moves along rd fixed, and the

triangles Ahr^ Acbr, yl rfr are always finite; hut the same thing

will be true if RBD revolve round R fixed, in which case also,

though r moves off' to an infinite distance and the triangles

Abr, Acbr, Adr increase indefinitely, they will be ultimately

nimilar and equal to each other.

liliMM.A IX.

If the right line AE and the arc ABC, given in position,

cut each other in a finite angle at A, and the ordinate^ BD,
CK be drawn, ttiakin^- any other g^iven angle icith AK; when

BD, CE more parallel to themselves up to A, the limiting ratio

of area ABD : area ACE equals that of AD' : AE\

Produce AE to a fixed

point e, and take Ad in Ae
siit'hAhnt Ad: A e =AD:AE.
Draw (lb, ec parallel to DB,
or EC, meeting the chords

AB, AC produced in b, c

;

and on Ac describe an arc

similar to ABC: fhisarc shall

pass through b, for by similar trianglcs^and by construction,

AB : Ab - AD : Ad = AE : Ac - AC : Ar.

and therefore (Cor. Lemma v.) b is a point in the are. As H
and C move iqi to A, let (he curve Abr so alter its form as to
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be always similar to ABC, then the area ABD will be always

similar to Abd, and ACE to Ace. Hence

area ABD : area Ahd = AD' : Ad' = AE- : Ae'

= area ACE : area Ace,

.-. area ABD : area ACE = area Aid : area Ace.

Also the two arcs being similar have a common tangent

at A, let this be AFGfg ; and let BD, CE move parallel

to themselves up to A', then the angle cAg continually di-

minishes and ultimately vanishes, and therefore

L.II.* area Ahd : area Ace = L.R. A Afd : A Age
= L.R. Ad' : Ae'.

Hence L.R. area ^52) : areaACE = L.R. area Abd: area Ace

= L.R. Ad' : Ae"

= L.R. ^7>2 : AE'.

Lemma X.

J%e spaces, described from rest by a body acted on by

any Jinite force, are in the beginning of the motion as the

squares of the times, in which they are described.

Def. a finite accelerating or retarding force is such,

that the ratio of the time to the velocity generated or de-

stroyed in that time is finite.

Let the straight line AK represent

the time of the body's motion from rest,

and Kk, drawn at right angles to AK,
the last acquired velocity ; suppose the

time divided into equal intervals AB,
BC, CD &c., and let Bb, Cc, Dd &c.,

drawn at right angles to AK, represent

the velocities acquired in the times AB,
AC, AD &c.; let Abcdk be the curve

passing through the extremities of all the onlinates thus

drawn ; and complete the parallelograms Ab, Be, Cd &c.

* L.R. signifies "limit of the ratio" or "limitinj,' latio."
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If now the force be suj)j)ose(l to act hv impulses, which

would cause the body to move uniformly during the times

Ali, liC, CD kc, with the velocities Bh, Cc, Dd &c. rc-

s|)ectively, the sj)aces described in the 1st, ^2^\, lid &c. intervals

will be represented by the parallelograms Ah, lie, Cd &c.

On this supposition therefore, the space described in time

AD : space in time AK= sum of the parallelograms in the

former case : sum in the latter ; and this being true always,

will be true when the intervals are diminished and their

number increased indefinitely, in which case the force, which

was supposed to act by impulses, approximates to a continued

force, and the sums of the parallelograms to the areas ADd,
AKk„ as their limits.

Hence

space in time AI) : space in lime ./A' = area ADd : area AA'k.

Let the tangent at A cut A'A in 7'; now, the force being

finite, the ratio AK : Kk is always finite; .•. AK : KT,
which equals I. .11. AK : Kk is a finite ratio, and therefore,

/ KT\ . . .

tan KAT = is hnite,
\ K A

I

or KA makes a finite angle with the curve at A\

Hence bv I.enima ix.

L.ll. area ADd : area AKk = I>.H. AD' : JA' .

and therefore in the beginning of the motion, space x (time)'.

Colt. 1. Forte is measured by tlu" vilocity generated in

any time divided by the time, the force being sujiposed to

remain constant for that time. Hence if Dd' be the velocity

generated 1)V the force at ./, continued constant, in tinie AD,

Dd'
"''' '- AD^
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and this being- always true, will be true when AD is diniinislicd

indefinitely,

^ ,. . Dd' ,. . Dd
.-. F = limit — - = bmit

JD AD

KT KT.AK 2 triangle ^Jrr ,. . area AKk
= 2 limitAK AK' AlC' AK'

2 limit
space

(time)"^

Cou. 2. The effect produced by F upon the body is in-

dependent of any motion which it may have, when F begins to

act upon it. Hence generally if S be the space, through which

a force F, acting on a bod}' moving in any orbit, draws the

body in T" from the place it would have 'occupied if the

S '

extraneous force had not acted, i^ = 2 limit —-

.

On the Curvature of Curve Lines.

Prop. I. If in PR, pr tangents at the points P, p in the

curves PQ, pq, PR be taken equal to pr, and the subtenses

QR, qr be drawn equally inclined to them, ^ n

then when QR, qr move parallel to them-

selves to P, p,

curvature ofPQ at P
limit

curvature of pq at p

Draw the chords PQ, pq,

curvature of PQ at P

OR
qr "=^,

then
angle of contact at P

curvature of pq at p angle of contact at p

= limit
angle QPR
angle qpr



:r^ limit

limit

limit

u

sill
f

Ql'Ji

sill (,pr

sin R

7 '•

,

qp
sin r

QR

Pnor. II. The curvatures in diflTerent circles varv invcrsclv

as the diameters.

Let PQVy pqv be two

circles, draw the diameters

PV, pr, and the tangents

PR, pr. Take PR = pr,

and draw the subtenses QR,
fjr parallel to the diameters,

and ^A^, qn parallel to the

tangents

;

QR Py Qy qti' nr
then = = ——- ^ = —~ .

qr pn NV 11 V NV

curvature at /* ,. . QU
.-. = limit

curvature at p qr

limit
A- V

PV

or the curvature x
Lliameter



Cor. Hence

at every point.
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in the same circle the curvature is the sanil;

From this property of the circle, and also because by

varying the diameter it may be made to have any curvature

we please, the circle is made use of to measure the curvature at

any proposed points of other curves.

Def. The circle of curvature at any point of a curve is

that circle which has the same tangent and curvature as the

curve has at that point, the curvatures being in the .same

direction.

Hence if QqR be a common sub-

tense to the curve PQ and the circle

OR
Pq. and limit = 1, Pa will be the^' qR '

circle of curvature at P.

The radius, diameter, and chord of the circle of curvature

are generally called the radius, diameter, and chord of curv-

ature.

Prop. III. If Pq V be the circle of curvature at any point

P, and PV a chord drawn in any given

direction, then

PF= limit
(arc)-

subtense parallel to the chord

Take PQ an arc of the curve, through

Q draw the subtense RQq parallel to PV,

and join Pq, qV; then since the triangles PRq, PqV are

evidently similar,

PV = Pr
qR
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Now this being true whatever he thf magnitude of PQy
will he true when RQr moves parallel to itself up to P, in

which ease P(/ = PQ ultimately, and (/ ]{ = QI{ ultitnatelv.

PV = limit
Pfj

limit
(arc PQ)

QR

Cor. Hence the diameter of curvature

(arcf
= limit

subtense perpendicular to the tangent

Prop. IV. If in the curve PQ, PG p

and QG, drawn perpendicular to the tangent

PR and the chord PQ respectively, intersect

in G, then when Q moves up to P, the limit

of PG is the diameter of curvature at P.

Draw the perpendicular subtense QR,

Then by similar triangles PGQ, PQR,

PQ^
PG =

QR

limit PG = limit
-^^

= limit
(
arc PQ )

QR

= diameter of curvature nt P.

Dei-. The cr.rvature of a curve at any point is said

to be finite, when the diameter of curvature at that point is

finite.
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XI. N
In curves itf finite, curvature the limiting ratio of the .p

subtenses equals that of the squares of the conterminous arcs. ' "
~*

Let AbB be the curve having a finite

curvature at J;

Firsts Let the subtenses 6d, BD be per-

pendicular to the tangent at A. Draw bg

BG at right angles to the chords Ab^ AB,
and let them meet AgG, which is drawn at '

right angles to the tangent AD, in the points *

g and G. «

Then as b and B move up to J, g and G move up to /,

the extremity of the diameter of curvature of A, as their

limit. (Prop, iv.)

ow by similar triangles,

\ALr /

Ab"'

AB' Ab"
... BD : bd = ^~ : —-

,AG Ag'

.: L. R. BD : bd = L. R
AB'

AG
'

Ab'

Ag

= L. R AB" Ab'

(since AG, Ag are ultimately equal to AI)

= L. R. (arc ABf : (arc Abf

Secondly, Let the subtenses be in-

clined at any equal angles to the tan-

gent. Draw BE, he perpendicular to

the tangent : then by similar triangles,

2
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BD : UK =l.d : be,

altiriiaiuio JiJ) : hd = BK : be;

.-. L. H. BJ) : hd = L. K. BE : be

= L. K. (arc ABY : (arc Ab)'.

Thirdly, Let the subtenses, inclined at unequal angles

to the tangent, converge to a point, and revolve round that

point fixed, or approach to A according to any other given

law.

Let O be the point in which DB, db

meet when produced ; draw BE, be al-

ways parallel to AO \ then since the angles

at D and d are always finite, AO must al-

ways be finite, and L. R. DO : AO will be

a ratio of equality, as also L. H. dO : AO

e dE

Hut BD : BE = DO : AO

and hd : be = dO : A
(, alway s and therefore ultimately;

.-. L. H. BD : BE= L. R. bd : be;

. . L. R. HI) : bd = L. li. BE : be

= L. R. (arv ABy. {arc Aby.

Cor. 1. Hence by I>ennua vii. the limiting ratio of the

subtenses will e(|U!il that of the squares of the arcs, chords,

and tangents.

Theorem. T/ie subtense ']f nn arc is ultiwntehj etjunl to

four times the pnrnllel sn^tta.

Df.k. The sagitta of an arc is a line drawn at a finite

anirle to the chord from it> middU i)()int to meet the arc.
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Let BD be a subtense of the arc 1^,_ f

AB, EC the sagitta parallel to it,

bisecting the chord in E, and pro-

duced to meet the tangent in F.

Then by similar triangles,

AF = ^AD, and EF = ^BD.

Also by the Lemma,

L. R. CF : BD = L. R. AF- : AD'

= 1:4

.-. J..R. CE : BD=1 : 4.

CoK. 2. The limiting ratio of the sagittse,

the chords and converge to a given ^

point, equals that of the squares of

the arcs, chords, and tangents.

'hich bisect

Let EC, ec be the sagitta^ of

the arcs AEB, Aeb, bisecting the

chords AB, Ab in C, c ; draw the

subtenses BD, bd respectively parallel to them

then I..R. EC : BD = \ : 4>

= L. R. ec: bd-.

.-. L. R. EC .ec= L. R. BD : bd;

= L. R. (arc ABf : (arc Aby

= L. R. (chord ABf : (chord Abf

= L. R. (tangent ADf : (tangent ^c?)^

Cor. 3. Hence if a body describe the arcs AB, Ab with

any given velocity, the limiting ratio of the sagittae will be that

of the squares of the times, in which they are described.

2—2
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Cor. 4. If the subtenses DB^ db be perpendicular to

the tangent, as in the first case of the Lemma,

A ADIi : A ./ dh = AD .DB.Ad.db;

. . L. R. A ABB : A Adh = L. R. AD . DB : Jd .dh

= L. R. AD' : A(P

or = L. R. DB^- : dh\.

Cor. 5. Since L. R. DB : rfft = L. R. AD^ : acT, the

limiting form to which every curve of finite curuature ap-

proximates is that of the common parabola.

Hence also,

L. R. area ADB : area Adb = L. R. ^ AD . DB : \ Ad . dj)

= L. R. AD" : Ad^

or = L. R. DBi : dbl

Scholium to Lemma XL

It was proved in the Lemma that if the curvature be

finite, the subtense varies ultimately as the square of the

conterminous arc; conversely.

If the subteyise vary ultimately as the square of the arc,

the curvature is Jinite, and if it vary according to any other

power of the arc, the c?irvature is infinitely great or infinitely

small.

Let PQ and Pq be arcs of a

curve and circle, having a common
tangent PR, and let lUlq be a coju-

mon subtense.

Since in the circle qR oc ult. PR', let qR = a . PR- ultimately,

and suppose that QR oc ult. PR" and = b . PR' ultimately,

curvature of PQ ,. . Q-ff b
• : f-z^ = limit -- = -

. limit PR''-\
curvature of Pq qR a
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If n = 2, the curvature of the curve PQ bears a finite

ratio to that of the circle, and is therefore finite. If 7i be

greater than 2, limit PR"~- = 0, and therefore the curvature

of PQ is infinitely small compared with that of Pq, and

the curve will lie between Pq and the tangent. If n be

less than 2, limit PR"~^ = co , and therefore the curvature

of PQ is infinitely great, and the curve will lie below Pq.

Cor. Since an infinite number of values may be given

to w, to each of which there will be a corresponding curve,

an infinite number of curves may be described between Pq
and the tangent, corresponding to values of 7i greater than 2,

and an infinite number below Pq, corresponding to values

of n less than 2.



SECTION II.

ON THE MOTIOK OF A BODY, CONSIDERED AS A POINT, MOVING

IN A NONRESISTING MEDIUM, AND ATTRACTED TO

A SINGLE FIXED CENTER OF FORCE.

4

Prop. I. If a bodj/ rnare in atiy orhit about n fixed

^ center of force, the areas^ described by lines drawn from the

^^ center to the body, lie iti one platie, atid are proportional to

the times of describing them.

Let S be the center of force;

an(,l suppose a body unattracted

by the force in a9 to describe the

straight line JB with a uniform

velocity in agiven time ( 7^). Then

if suffered to proceed, it would

moveon uniformly in thedirection

of AB produced, and descril>e

7?c= ^/^ in the next interval (7");

but at ^suppose an instantaneous

impulse communicated to it in di-

rection BS, which causes it to move in dir^jtitm BC\ draw cC
parallel to BS, then by the principles of Mechanics, the body

at the end of the second interval will be found at C Join

SJ, SB, Sc, SC. Since rC is parallel to BS^ the triangle

SBC = SBc = SAB, since Bc = AB; and these triangles are

in the same plane, as no force has acted to draw the body out

of the plane SAB. Similarly, if impulses be communicated

at the end of every interval of T' , in directions tending always
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to S', causing the body to describe CD, DE, &c. in the third,

fourth, &EC. intervals, the triangles SAB, SBC, SCD, isic.

will be all equal, and will lie in the same plane ; and their bases

AB, BC, CD, &c. are described in equal times, therefore the

area ofany number of these triangles or the polygon SABCDE
varies as the time of describing it. Now let the number of

intervals be increased, and the magnitude of each diminished

indefinitely, then the polygon approximates to a curvilinear

area, and the sum of the impulses to a continued force always

tending to S, as their limits; and what was proved of those

quantities is true of their limits, and therefore the curvilinear

area described in any time is proportional to the time.

Obs. The area, described by the line joining S and the

body, is frequently called the area described by the body

round S.

CoR. 1. If F be the velocity of the body at A, and p the

perpendicular from S upon the tangent at that point, the area

described in t" = ^p .t . v.

Draw Sy perpendicular to AB; then since AB is ultimately

the tangent at A, limit of Sy = p. Also if t be divided into ii.

equal intervals, and AB be the space described in the first

interval, the force in S being supposed, as in the Prop., not

t

to act, AB = —.V.
n

Hence, polygonal area described in t" = n. triangle SAH

= 7l.^St/.-.V

= iSy.t.r;

and the same is true in the limit,

.-. curvilinear area described in t" = ^p .t . v.

Coil. 2. Hence the time of describing any part of the orbit

arciia described.
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("oil. 3. If f - I, area dfscrihetl in i" = ip
, r.

Hence in different ()rl)its, the velocity at any point

area described in l"

perpendicular from S upon the tanp^ent

and in the same orbit, the velocity

perpendicular upon the tangent*

Prop. II. If a body, moving iyi a curve., describe in one

plane areas proportional to the times by lijies drawn from the

XI i hodi/ to auy point, the body is acted oji by centripetal forces all

tending- to that poitit. (Vide F\rr. Prop, l.)

Let IS be the point, about which areas pro}X)rtional to the

times are described ; and suppose as in Prop. 1. that a body,

unattractcd by the force in S, describes the straif^ht line AB in

a given time T.

In AB produced take Bc= AB; then if suffered to ])r()-

ceed, the body would be at c at end of the second interval

of 7^'. But at B suppose an impulse communicated, which

causes it to describe BC in the second interval, such that the

triangle SBC is equal to and in the same plane with the

triangle SAB. Join cC\ Sc.

Then the triangle SBC = SAB = SBc, therefore cC is

parallel to BS, and therefore bv the principles of Mechanics

the impulse communicated at B tends to S. Similarly if D,
E, &c. be the places of the body at the ends of the third,

fourth, &c. intervals of T', so that the triangles SAB, SBC,
SCD, &c. are all equal, all the impulses communicated may be

shewn to tend to .V.

Now suppose tile number of intervals increased, and the

magnit\i(ie of each (liniiiu>hr(l iiKJefinitelv, then the limit of the
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polygon is the curvilinear area, and that of the sum of the

impulses a continued force tending to S ; and the above reason-

ing still holds in the limit, therefore the body is acted on by a

continued force tending to ,9.

CoK. Draw Cl^ parallel to AB meeting SB in V, and

join AV. Then CV = Be = AB, .-. ^F is equal and parallel

to CB, or ABCVh a parallelogram. Draw the diagonal CA
bisecting BV m m.

Now suppose S'A'B'C'D' to be

another orbit, in which the chords

A'B\ B'C are described in the same

time as either of the chords AB or

BC ; and let the same construction

be made as in the former orbit, then

impulse at B : impulse at B' = cC
: c C == Bm : B'm and therefore

force at B : force at B' = L,. R. Bm : B'm ; or the centri-

petal forces in different orbits are in the limiting ratio of the

sagittae of arcs described in equal times, which pass through

the centers of force. ,

•
• /^ ^ ,

'

J L^/r. .-^i^^^^ .:^^u^. (^rrtu^

Prop. III. The centripetal forees, by whieh bodies de-

scribe different circles with uniform velocities, tend to the

centers of the circles, and are as the squares of the arcs,

described in the same time, divided by the radii.

i9i

Since in each circle

the motion is uniform,

the arcs described are

proportional to the

times. But the sectors,

i.e. the areas described

about the centers of the

circles, arc as the arcs

on which they stand,

and are therefore proportional to tlie times ;

the forces tend to the centers of the circles.

hence (Prop, ii.)



Again k-t CAB, rah be arcs descrihtd in the same time in

the circles, whose centers are .S', *•, and let J, a he their middle

points; join AB, oh, and draw the diameters J.ST, «*r cutting

the chords CB, cb in D,d\ then (Prop. ii. Cor.)

Force at A : force at a = L. R. A J) : (id

(chord JBy (chord aft)*

^ „ (arcJ^)=' (arcaft)''
= L. R. —-— : .

AS as

Take AEf ae any other arcs described in ecjual times;

then AE : ae = AB : ab,

and this being true whatever be the magnitudes of AB, ah will

be true when they are diminished indefinitely,

.-. AE : ac = L.R. AB : ah,

AE' a^
and therefore force at A : force at a = ——- :

AS ns

Con. ]. Since AE = velocity x time, if V = velocity of

the body, Ii = radius of the circle, and the time be given,

Coil. 2. Let /' e(|ual the periodic time, then ^ince s = <r,

/^' Ii
o^Ii = I>.V: ^"^yii^Jn-

Cor. 3. If P be given, /' ^c R. If Foe R\, F oc - ,

ft'

and generally if f* oc Ji", /' oc ,^ _ ,

.
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Prop. VI. A body moving- round a Jixed center of force

Si describes the arc PQ in T" ; if F be the central force

at P, and QR a subtense parallel to SP, when PQ and

T are diminished indefinitely.

F = 2 limic
QR

The motion of the body on leaving P
is compounded of two motions, one uniform

in direction of the tangent PRy the other

variable, arising from the action of ^S*, by

which the body is deflected from the tan-

gent, and which tends continually, as Q
approximates to P, to become parallel to

PS. Let jRQ' be the space, through which

the force F, continued constant and always

parallel to PS, would draw the body in T",

then F = 2

and this is true when T is diminished indefinitely, in which

case (^R = QR, and therefore

OR
F=2limit^.*

Cor. 1. Draw QT perpendicular to SP, and join SQ,

QP; let h = 2 area described in l",

T" 2 area PSQ
then —ry- = ;

,

1 h

" The above expression for the force being obtained indejjendently of" the preceding

propositions, it is not necessary that the areas described should be proportional to the

times. It is therefore true in orbits described round several centers of force, in which

case the expression represents the magnitude of the resultant of all the forces acting

on the body at the point P. It is clear, however, that the equable description of areas

is supposed to be preserved in the three succeeding corollaries. The result in Cor. 4,

is general, and might easily be obtained from Cor. 3, in the particular case of the

areas being described etjuably, by substituting for h its value Sy . V, obtained in

Cor. 2. Prop. i.
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.-. / = 2limit—- = 2linnt
, t,o.»x,

T' i (ar<;.! PSQY

h\. .
QR h' ,. . QR

2 — limit = 2 — . limit . - ^--———
4 {^PSQ.f 4 IQT^.^'P*

2A^ .. . QR

*^^ Cor. 2. Draw SY perpendicular to the tangent PRy
then since the angle QPR ultimately vanishes, the triangles

"^ QPT,SPV arti ultimately similar;

,. . QT SY
.-. limit = ~-

,PQ SP

,. . QR SP\. . QR
.-. limit —— =—, limit ,

QT' SY- PQ'

^ '-ih' ,. . QR

Coil. .'?. If PV be the chord of curvature at P through A',

PQ- 2 A*
Pr=limit4, .-. F =

QR SY'.PV

2 A
()i«s. If A = the area described in P^'. // = — , which

value may be substituted for h in the above expressions for

the force.

Coil. 4. The apare^ through which a hndy must descend

from rest by the actum nf the force at P conthiucd constant,

ill order to acquire the velocity at P, is -[ /// nf the chord

of rurrature Pf'.

,. .
rR ,, ,. .

QR
,. . ^x>// (PRy

Mna. innit
^^^^

= 1. /• - .' Inmt
.^,

- J hnnt
^,^^,^ { j. )
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/JD 1 PTi
Now limit = - , and limit —— = velocity at P = V \

2V' ^
PV

.-. F = — , and therefore V- = F . — .

PV 2

Let -S* = space due to V by the action of F continued

constant,

then, V"=2FS,

hence equating this to the above expression for F-, we have

S = ^PV.

CoR. 5. To find the velocity and periodic time of a

body revolving in a circle and acted on by a centripetal force

tending to the center of the circle.

Here PV = the diameter = 2i?, .'.v = y/F . R

Also P =
circumference ^ttR /r

velocity \/ F . R

Lemma. If P, p be points similarly situated in similar

orbits described round 5, s centers of force also similarly

situated, ard PV, pv be chords of curvature drawn through

the centers of force,

SP : sp= PV : pv.

Take (Fig. Cor. 6.) PQ, pq similar arcs, and draw the

subtenses QR, qr parallel to SP, sp: then by similar figures

SPRQ, sprq,

SP' : sp' = PQ' : p(f,

SP : sp = QR : qr,

'^ QR qr

= L.R.^:?i'
QR qr

= PV : pv.
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Cou.(). If F, r be

situated in similar orbits

also similarly situated,

the velocities at P, /), points similarly

,
described round aS', s centers of force,

Force at P (F) : force ai p (/) =

Let PQ, pq be arcs H

described in equal times, ^^iit
^-

QR^ qr subtenses parallel
-if

1

to SP, sp, and PV, pv n / /chords of curvature at P, \ /
p through S,ii.

\

\//
TJien since the times f

arc equal, /

F:f = L.R. QR : qr

= L.R.
PQ^

PV ' pv

also r : V = L.R.
PQ
T

.

PI
T

pn^= L.R. pq

and since P and p arc points similarly situated in similar orbits,

SP : ^p = PV : pv,

by the Lemma in the ])receding page,

P V-

SP ' sj'
F f

Cor. 7. If similar arcs of similar orbits be described in

times T, t round <S', «, centers of force similarly situated,

(Fig. Cor. e,.)

SP sp
F : f

Let P/>, pi hQ similar arcs described in times T, /, and

take PQ, pq other similar arcs described in times P, p ;

Q/i?, q r subtenses parallel to SP, sp : then
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join SQ, SL, sg, si.

Then T . P = area PSL : area PSQ (Prop, i.)

= areaj3sZ : area psq^ by similar figures,

= t:p, (Prop. I.)

.'. T : t = P : p;

and this, being always true, will be true when P and p are

diminished indefinitely,

.-. T : t = L. R. P : p,

and by similar figures,

SP : sp = QR : qr always and therefore in

the limit;

X. . SP sp

r- /^'

Prop. VII. .4 body revolves in the circumference of a

circle, to Jind the law of force by which it is attracted to

a given point.

Let PA V be the circumference

of the circle, and S the center of

force ; PQ an arc, QR a subtense

parallel to SP, QT perpendicular to

SP. Let RQ, and PS, produced if

necessary, meet the circumference in

G, F; draw the diameter PI, join

IV, and produce TQ, PR to meet

in Z. The triangles PTZ, PVI are

evidently similar.

QR . RG RP' _ , ZP-
Hence — -,^— = —-— (Euc. iii. 36',) = -=~=l,

QT' QT' ^ ^ ZT~

Pf
Tr-
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Now k't Q move ii|) to /^

QR PP
tlu-n limit —--, = limit „-—

—

--

QT' PP . RG

PP
= —— , sinci' limit liG = PV.

„ 2A^ ,. . QR
F = 7-—. . limit

SP' crp'

2h' PP 8h"R'
gpt • pys SP" . PV^'

if R = radius of the circle.

Let /A represent that part of the expression for F, which

in the same orbit is invariable ; then in this case,

yu = 8h'R\

Hence F =
SP' . PV'

1

and therefore in the same circle oc ^ .

CoR. 1. To find the velocity at any pi)int.

PV Mr.R^
V- = F . — = _ _ —- , or

2 SP'.PV^' i . SP" . PV^

SP. PF' "' ~ ^ - • SP . PV'

Ohs. The cjuantity {^) here introduced is that part of

the general expression for the centripetal force in any orbit,

which is invariable for all points in that orbit, and may
always be determined, if the actual force at any given point

be known. The force, by which a body is retained in a

given curve, is in most cases undergoing a continual change

in magnitude; but its magnitude at any given point is to be.
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estimated by the effect it would produce, that is, by the

velocity it would generate in a unit of time from rest, sup-

posing it to remain constant for that time. Hence, if a

second and a foot be the units of time and space, the mag-

nitude of the centripetal force at any point is represented

by twice the number of feet, which it would cause a body

to describe from rest in l"; if for instance, it draws a body

from rest through 10 feet in l", its magnitude will be 20,

and it will be to the force of gravity in the ratio of 20 : 323

or of 100 : l6l. Suppose then in the preceding proposition,

that the force at J, the extremity of the diameter through S,

would if continued constant draw a body through ( f) feet

in l":

then 2/;

CoR. 2. Let S be in the circumference, then PV = SP.

Hf
Sh-R''

'~SP^
""" ^

JP''
^°'^ tlierefore, oc ^^

1/ 2^^ a/
2 SP'

Cor. 3. To compare the forces, by which a body, at-

tracted separately to two centers of force, may describe the

same circle in the same periodic time.

Let R and S be the two centers

of force; produce PR, PS if ne-

cessary to meet the circumference in

U, V; draw SG parallel to RP to

meet the tangent at P in G, and

join UV; then the triangles SPG,
PUV are evidently similar,

SG^

SP ^^- , or SG =
SP. PV
PU
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Also since tl»c pcrioclii- tiiiu" is tlu- saiiU', //, wliicli

2 area of circle

periodic time

is the same for both centers, hence

1 I
/•' to R : F to S =

RP^ . PIP SP" . PV^

SP^ . PV
' PIP

RP' . SP

= SG' : RP' . SP.

Cor. 4. What has been proved in the last corollary in

the case of the circle is true of any orbit described round

two centers of force separately in the same periodic time.

For if P[^V be the circle of curvature at P, the expression

. . QR .

for F, viz. 2 limit _- , is the same in the curve and circle,

and therefore what has been proved in the one case is true

in the other. Hence p^encrally in any orbit described in the

same time round two centers of force.

F to R : F to .S' = SG' RP. SP.

If the periodic tinies are nut the same.

^ „ ,, .
'Vrr" RP . SP

F to R : /• to .V = „, . . :

P- round R P- round S

Prop, VIII. To find the law of force by which a Imdy

may describe a semicircle, the center of force beijig so distant,

that all lines drawn from it to the body may be considered

parallel.
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Let PQ be an arc of the semi-

circle, C the center ; draw PS, QS
parallel to each other towards the cen-

'

ter of force, and CM perpendicular to

PS; then CM produced both ways
will determine the semicircle described.

Draw QT perpendicular, and QR pa-

rallel to SP, and produce PR, TQ
to meet in Z ; join CP. The triangles

PZT, CPM are evidently similar.

QR . {RN + QN) _ RP^ _ ZP^ _ CP'

QT' ~ QT' ~ ZT' ~ pW'

,. . QR CP'
••• l""^t Q^ =

2^1j^3 -> «i"^"e limit {RN+ QN) =2PM

CP'

SP" . PM'
M 1—

, and . •. oc .PM

Coll. To find the velocity at any point.

Tr-2 r. ^^ ^'
• CP"

h^ . CP^
SP\ PliP

SP . PM ' PM
3—2
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ScHOMlM TO PkoI'. \ III,

// AQP he any conic sec//(f)i, if uuiy he desrrihed hy

the action of a force tending to a point at an infinite dis-

tance^ and varying itwersely as the cube of the ordinate.

Let PO, the diameter of curvature at

P, cut the axis of the conic section in K;
draw OV perpendicular to PS, then PVh
the chord of curvature at P in direction of

the force ; and complete the construction

as in the proposition.

By similar triangles ZPT, PMK,

[
N M \ k

\

^ --TTi^ = ZT' : ZP' = PM' : PIP,
QB QR

and this being true always will be true when Q moves up

to P,

.-. L. R. "I!
: ^^ . PM' : PA-',

QR QR

and PV PO = PM : PA',

.. .
RP' ,. .

PQ' „,,
since limit = limit = PV

QR QR

QT'
limit -^ : PO = PM' : PK\

Now (Appendix, Arts. 4, .').) in all conic sections, the

s
diameter of curvature PA''.

limit

and .'. F

QT_ sPM'

'QR ~ ^iF '

/i^ . V 1

iSP'.PM^ *" PM'
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Prop. IX. To find the law of force tending to the

pole, by which a body may describe an equiangular spiral.

Def. An equiangular spiral is a spiral,

every radius vector at the same given angle.

r'hich cuts

Let PQ be an arc of

the spiral, S the center of

force in the pole. QR a

subtense parallel to SP,

QT perpendicular to SP,

and let the constant angle

SPR, which the curve

makes with the radius, = a. Let PV be the chord of cur-

vature through S, and join PQ, QV

;

then
QT' _ PR'

~QR ~ QR

limit
QT^

QR
r .

PR'
. ,

hmit——
- sni- a

QR
PQ'

limit —^ sin'"^ a = PV sin^ a.

Let the tangent at Q intersect PR in X. Then since

SP, SQ make equal angles with the tangents at P, Q, the

angles SPX, SQX are equal to two right angles, therefore

the angle PSQ = angle QXR. Also since F is a point in

the circumference of the circle of curvature, the angles

XPQ, XQP are each ultimately equal to QVP. Hence

the angle QXR, and therefore the angle QSP is ultimately

double of the angle QVS, therefore z SQV is ultimately

equal to z SVQ, or SV = SQ ultimately = SP. Hence

PV=2SP,

and .-. / = ^, hmit ^-^,-
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2A« 1

sin«7/:y>'"'*=^''""^ -^^^y

Cor. To find the velocity at any point.

.., „ PV h^ 1

r = / . = . , or :

2 sin-^a SP'" SP'

.. K= -,— . , or
sma SP SP

Prop. X. A body describes an ellipse round a center

of force in the center of the ellipse^ to Jind the law of
force.

Let PQ be an arc of the el-

lipse, C the center, QR a subtense

parallel to CP; AC, BC the semi-

axes major and minor ; QV parallel

to PR , QT, PF perpendicular to a

CP and tlic semi-conjugate CD
respectively, produce PC to meet
the ellipse again in G; then the

triangles QVT, PCF are evidently

similar.

Now
PV . VG CP"

QV CD"

and
QV _ CP'

Q'P ~ PF''

PV. I G CP' CP'

Qr~ ' PF^rCD" " AC.BC''
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,. . QK ,. .
PV CP"

limit -——= limit
QT' QT' AC . BC- . 2CP

(since limit VG = 2CP)

CP''

^ 2AC\BC''

or = /u . CP, and therefore oc CP

Cor. 1. To find the velocity at any point.

h' 2 CD- . „,, 2CZ)-

j<y . BC-
CD'

Con. 2. To find the periodic time.

Since AC = ^c' BC' '
h = AC.BC.y/ ^

also the area of the ellipse = tt AC . BC

;

2 area of ellipse

Hence the periodic times in all ellipses round the same center

of force in the center are equal.
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Cor. a. If a body lie projected in a direction making any
angle with its dintance from a fixed pointy and be attracted to

that point by a force varying as the distance, it will describe

an ellipse, whose center is the center offorce.

liCt C be the center of force, P the

point from which the body is projected

in direction PV, V the velocity, and F
tlie force at P.

'I'hcn space (>s) due to the velocity

V-
at P = — . In PC, produced if necessary, take PV = is, and

draw CD parallel to PV and = \/^ CP . PV. With CP, CD
as semi-conjugate diameters describe an ellipse, and suppose a

body revolving in it to come to P; then it is moving in the

direction of the tangent at P, that is, in a line parallel to CD or

in direction PY. Also space due to velocity at P =
7^ chord of

curvature at P,

^ CP *

The force, distance, and law of force are the same also in

both cases; hence the two bodies are under the same circum-

stances at P, and will therefore describe the same orbit ; that is,

the projected l)o(iv will describe an ellipse, whose center is C.

If CPV be a right angle, and s = ^ PC, the orbit described

will be a circle.

Coil. 4. To compare the velocity at P with the velocity

in a circle, radius - CP, descril)(.'d round the same center of

force.

V . in ellipse = \/fi . CD.

F. in circle (radius = CP) = \ F . CP, (Prop. vi. Cor. .5.)

= \/7i CP:

. . r .in ellipse : I', in circle (rad. = ( P) = CD : CP.

M
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SCHOLIUM TO X.

1. It was proved in the proposition, that, when a body
moves in an ellipse round a center of force in the center, the

force varies as the distance. The same is also true, when
a body moves in an hyperbola, the construction and proof

being exactly the same as for the ellipse.

2. If the orbit be a parabola, the center of force is remov-

ed to an infinite distance, and the force acts in lines parallel to /,

the axis ; in this case, since the difference of any two distances

vanishes compared with the distances themselves, the force is

invariable.

Or the following proof may be applied in the case of the

parabola.

Let PQ be an arc of the pa-

rabola, A the vertex, S the focus
;

PC parallel to the axis, and there-

fore in the direction of the force ;

QR a subtense parallel to PC, and

QV parallel to the tangent PR ;

QT^^STperpendicular to CP, PR.

OR P V 1

Since .^P.i.F=Qr=,|^=_.—
,

and by similar triangles, QTV, SPY,

'. limit

QV SP-

QT' SY-'

SP
SA

QR 1

QT- ~ -iSA
'

2h^ 1

CP'4SA'



SECTION III.

OS THK MOTION Of HOD IKS IN CONIC SECTIONS, ABOUT A

CENTPIR OF KOKCK IN ONE OF THE FOCI.

Pitoi'. XI. A hod}/ rerolrr.s hi /in ellipse, to Jind the

law of force tending to our of the fori.

liCt the focus S be the center

of force, PQ an arc, QR a sub-

tense parallel to SP ; C the center

of the ellipse, join PC and produce

it to meet the ellipse in G ; draw

Q.ri' parallel to the tangent PR,
cutting SP, CP in .r, r; and QT,
PF respectively perpendicular to

SP, and the senii-conjugatc diameter CD: and Jet jE be the

point, in which SP cuts CD, then PE = AC the ^ axis

major.

By similar triangles. Q.i7\ PEF,

Qy PE' _ AC'

.uul b\ n projurtv of the ellipse,

I'r _ CP"

Qr'~ vGTCD'''

also by similar triangles. PaV, PEC,

P.r _ PE^ AC
Pr ~ PC~ PC
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Now Px = Q7?, Qw ultimately = Qv, and vG ulti-

mately = 2CP; hence multiplying the above quantities to-

gether, and taking the limits of the products,

limit
QR AC . CP A(y

iCP . CJr . PF' 2AC- . BC
AC
2BC'

^ 2h' ,. . QR

2 k'

L S'P''''' SP-

SP'

Peop. XII. A body moves in an hyperbola, to Jind the

law of force tending to one of the foci.

Let the center of force be in the focus .S*, and let the

body move in the branch PA, which is nearer to S than

the other branch of the hyperbola. Then the same con-

struction being made as in the ellipse, it may be shewn in

precisely the same manner^ that the force

2h\ \
f, 1

= -L sF^
""'

= Wp^
^''^ •• ^ SP
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Cou. Ill the same manner it may he shewn, tliat if

the ])o(ly describes the opposite l)ranch jta l)y a rt'piilnh-e

force procecdiii": from .S', the fnnc will vary as .

' '' ' Sp'

Puor. XIII. A body moves in n })(ir*ihnfti, fo find the

Ifur of force tending to the focus.

Let ./ ami .V be the ver-

tex and focus of the parabola,

PQ an arc : QR a subtense ^
parallel to SP, QA'V parallel

to the tangent PR, cutting /

SP in A', and the diameter
f

through P in T'; QT, -ST *—
perpendicular to SP, PR ;

L = latus rectum. Then by a property of the parabola

PV=^ PX and .-. = QR; also 4SP.PV=QV'.

Hence

and by similar triangles

QR
QV

PV 1

ISP'

mgles,

QX'
_

QT'

SP" SP
" SA'

Now (^.V idtimattly = (^T; hence multiplying these

quantities together, and taking the limits,

QR 1 1

limit
QT' 4\./ L

.'. F = - imit
SP' QT'

llr 1 M

.S7'
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Cor. // (I hody be projected at a given dista?ice from

a center of force, which oc (dist.)~'\ and in a direction

maki?ig a finite angle with the distance^ it will describe a

conic section.

Let S be the center of force, P the point and PV the

direction of projection, F = the force at P, then if s be

1 . « . . (velocity)^
the space due to the velocity of projection, s

and is therefore known.

2F

1. Let s be less than SP.

In PS take PK = s, and draw

PH, making with VP produced

the Z HPZ = Z SPY; in PH take

PL = SK, and let a circle described

through the points S, K, L cut PL
in H, then PH . PL = PS . PK. With

foci *S' and H and axis major

= SP + HP, describe an ellipse, and suppose a body re-

volving in^this ellipse and acted on by the same force in S,

to come toP; then space due to velocity at P = ^^ chord

of curvature at P through S,

(i conjugate diameter)' SP.HP
axis major SP + HP

PK.

Hence the velocity is the same in both cases ; also the

revolving body is moving in direction PY, since ZPy, making

equal angles with SP, HP, is a tangent at P ; and the force

and the law of force are the same for both bodies ; they will

therefore describe the same curve, that is, the projected body

will describe an ellipse.
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2. Let A- be greater

than SP. In PS pro-

duced take PK = A ; draw

PH on the other side of

PY, making the z YPII
= Z VPS, take i'Z - ^-A',

and let a circle described

through the points (,9, A', Z, ^ ' "^

cut PL ])roduced in H : then if with foci .S' and // and "axis

major = HP ^^ SF, an hyperbola be describetl, it may be

shewn, as in the preceding case, that the body will move in

the hyperbola thus constructed.

PK PS
3. Let s = SP. Here .VA' = 0, and .-. PH =—-'^- = co .

SIC

Let the circle described with cen- ^
ter S and radius SP cut PI' in

T, join TS; draw SV, YA per-

pendicular to PT^ TS respect-

ively, and with focus ^Vand vertex

A describe a parabola ; it will ^ '^ *

pass through the point P; for a parabola, whose focus is .S',

and which passing through P has PY for a tangent, will have its

axis coincident with ^T', and its latus rectum will = 4- —-,

which = \SA\ hence, conversely, the pari|))ola above described

will pass through P, and it may be shewn as in the former

cases, that the body will move in this ])arabo1a.

Prop. XIV^ If any number of bodies revolve about

one common center of force, which varies as (rfi^/.)"*, and
is the same at equal distances in all the orbits described,

the latera recta of the orbits null be as the squares of

the areas described ifi rquaf times.

I^et —— , be the force in any orbit at tlie distance .VP.
sfpz

then since the forces at e(iual distances are equal, // is the

same for all the orbits

:



Also by I rops. xi, xii, xin, ,,1 = ,

, / area described in a ffiven tin)e>
.-. L oc h' oc

I

—

—

^ ~
V time )

oez (area)^ described in a given time.

Prop. XV. A body revolves in an ellipse round a
center of force in the focus, to Jind the periodic time.

Let AC^ BC be the semi-axes major and minor, P the

periodic time.

^, /*" area of the ellipse
Then - '

•. P =

1" area described in l"'

-kAC.BC
\h

and since ^' = m, A = \/^^ = \Jtl^ . BC V^—

,

/- 2 AC AC

Cor. Hence, the squares of the periodic times in all

ellipses, described round the same center of force in the

focus, are as the cubes of the maior axes. ^

Prop. XVI. To find the velocity at any point of a

conic section y described about a center offorce in the focus.

Let V be the velocity at the point P,

^ SP" 2

Now in the ellipse and hyperbola,

PV CD- SP.HP I SP
= ^-i>.^.^AC .AC V .

AC j
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a 1 1(1 in tliL' parabola,

Hence in the ellipse V^ >/^(^2 -^j , ]> r ^^ ^ ^
in hyperbola V = V^fs + ^) ,

in parabola V -^ \/ ^ - .

Cor. To compare the velocity at P witii that of a body

moving in a circle, radius = SP, and described round the

same center of force.

Let U = velocity in the circle,

then (Prop. vi. Cor. 5),

V / SP —
.-. in ellipse — = \/ 2 - —^ which is less than \/^2,

~n hyperbola— = V 2 + -^ greater

y _
in parabola — = \/2.



APPENDIX.

Note to Lemma II.

1. To find the area of a plane curve.

Let the area ABC be bounded
by the curve AC and the straight

lines AB, BC. Let AB be divided

into n equal parts, and let MN be
the r'^ part from A ; draw MP, NQ
parallel to BC, and complete the pa-

rallelogram MNQR.

Let AB = h, then MN = -
,

n

z ABC = i,

M N-

area of parallelogram RN = - w, sin i.

n

Therefore giving to r the values 1, 2, 3...W, the sum of the
parallelograms described on all the parts

^ •/ V

Therefore area of curvilinear figure = h sin i . limit 2 —

when 11 is infinite.

4
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Ex. 1. T(i fiiul the urea of a portion of a j)aral)ola

cut off' by a tliaimtcr and one of its ordinatcs.

Let yiBC be the parabolic area ^

cut off l)y the (lianictcr JB and a

semi-ordinate BC Complete the
^^

parallelogram ABCD\ then AD is

a tangent at A.

Let AD = h, AB = k, and let a
AN be the abscissa, and XQ, paral-

lel to AB, the ordinate to tlie point Q; then by a property

of the parabola,

QN AB
AN^~ AD'

•. area ADC = h sin / . limit . S — = kh sin / limit 2 —

,

n w

= hk sin f limit . -. (1' + 2"-' + .S^ + ... + w'),

n

.^CUj.^iL'i}- = hk sin I . limit

= ^hk sin i

= i parallelogram ABCD,

and .-. parabolic area ABC = § circumscribing parallelogram.

2. The volume of a solid of revolution may be de-

duced in a similar manner.

Let ABC (Fig. .Vrt. 1.) be a plane curvilinear area ])y

the revolution of which round AB the solid is generated,

and let CB l)c perpendicular to AB. Then if AB ( = /*)

be divided into 7i ecpial parts, and the rectangular parallel-

ogram BX be described on ^fX the r"' ])art, the cylinder

generated by the revolution of BX round .}fX

QX' = - TT
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and the volume of the solid

limit . sum of all such cylinders

= irh . limit 2 .— J when n is infinite.
n

Ex. 2. To find the volume of a sphere.

Let ABC be a quadrant of the generating circle

radius = A

;

then y^ - 2ha! — .r^

y,2 = 2^ — = /r
^ ,n \nj \7i n^

}

and therefore volume of hemisphere

= 7r/iMimit|— (1 + 2+ ... n) - \{\^ + 2^ + ... + n')\

= TT A' hmit {— — + - -— — + — + -])
\n' V 2 2/ n^ \s 2 6/ j

'

-^Ml-^) =^7r/.^

and therefore volume of sphere

4 2 2 .

= - irh^ = — . '2,h .irh- = — circumscribing cylinder.
3 O i?

Ex. 3. Similarly the volume of a cone and of a pa-

raboloid may be shewn to be - and — of tlie circumscribing

cvlinder respectively.

4—2



3. To find the voluiiir (»r a j>vraiiii(l.

Let A be the area of the base of tlie pyramitl, and

let the perpendicular from the vertex upon the base = h.

Divide h into n equal parts, and through the r'** point of

division from the vertex draw a plane parallel to the base.

Then the area of the section of the pyramid thus made

rh\-

on

h

g)

this area as a base describe a ri<;Iit prism, whose altitude

h tv

; then volume of jirism

= A - .- = Ah -
;

7V n 7r

and therefore volume of pvramid = limit of sum of all such

prisms

= A/i limit 2) - = Ah limit— (1- + 2* + + »*)

1 /7i^ 71- ;i^.... . 1 /W tr ji\
= An limit — — + — + -

= ^ Ah =
}j . base X altitude.

NoTK TO PUOI" III. OK CUKVATlfUK.

4. To find the chords of curvature throuu;h the centcr

and focus, and the diameter of curvature, at any point of

an ellipse anil hyperbola. (Vide Fi.^s. Prop. xi. and xii.)

Let Qv, a semi-ordinate to the diameter PCG, cut SP
in .7', CP in r, and PFy which is perpendicular to the semi-

conjufijate CD, in //.
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Chord of curvature through C

= limit
subtense parallel to CP

limit = limit
Pv Pv

^. CD' ^ . Qv^ CD'
= limit . vG, since = ——

-

CP'
' Pv.vG CP'

2 CD'

CP
since vG ultimatelv = 2CP

Chord of curvature through S

subtense parallel to 6P P.v

,. .
Qt'' Pv ,. . C;>' ^ PC

= limit . -— = limit —--
. vG . ^;r=^

Pv P.v CP' PE

2 CD'
= -77^, since PjE = AC.

A C

Diameter of curvature

per
limit

subtense perpendicular to tangent

,. .
Qv~ ,. .

Qv' Pv ,. . CD' ^ PC
= limit = hmit —— .

—— = limit —— , vG .
—

-

Pzi Pv ' Pu CP' PF

2 CD'

PF
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Coil. Let PF cut the axis major in A', then PF . PA' = IiC^\

also CD.PF = AC . liC,

^AC.BC ^AC'.BC'.PK'
diameter of curvature =

PF" BC

%PK'

IT

5. To find the chord of curvature through the focus,

and the diameter of curvature at any point of a parabola.

(Vide Fijr. Prop, xiii.)

Let C^F, a seiiai-ordinate to the diameter PF, cut SP
in X^ and the normal PK in f7, draw .S'}' perpendicular

to the tanjrcnt at P; then PX = PV, hence

Chord of curvature through .S'

P(^
= limit

>ubtense parallel to SP

,. . per ,. .
QV

= iSP, since QV = vSP. PV.

Diameter of curvature

= hmit —; —
z = limit —

—

subtense perpendicular to tangent Pi

= l^iLl- = j^SP. '^ , by sim'. triangles PVU, SPY,

. fsP'
= , or = 1 V —

.ST SA
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CoK. Let PV meet the axis in T, then

.S'T' = SP = SK, .-. SV = 4 PK;

hence diameter of curvature

.ST- sr' 4> 1
= 4 = 4. = SY-^ = PK^

SY SA^SY SJ' 2SA"'

8PK'

L '

NOTK TO Pkoi'. VI. Coil. 3.

2p

i,p

2/r 2/1'

6. If SP = r, and SY = p, PV =—^ .

d,p

F
SY'.PV , 2p

= — . dp.
p^

Again, if r = — , and ASP= 6, AS being a fixed straight

line drawn through S,

p'

.-. - d,p = - -, • dup . w- =
r, ~r- . w

p^ p^ p dgU

= (dgii .dQU+ udgit) —
dgU

= w'^ (dgU + 1/) ;

.'. F = h~ n' (dl u + 7/)
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Ex. 1. To find the law of force, hy which a body

ar
may describe the curve, who^e eciuatioii is /> = ,

v/ 6" + r«

round a center of force in the pole.

1 b' 1

1 fr
and .-. — drp = ;

„ h?
,

A-'A^ 1

p a j^ r^

Ex. 2. To find the law of force by which a Ixnly

may describe a conic section, round a center of force in the

focus.

Let P be any point in the curve, S the focus, A the

extremity of the axis major

;

sp = ;• = -, ASP = e.

then r =
m

1 + e cos 6>

'

.'. u = -(1 + ccosf^),

dg u =
1

e sm y,m

</*;/ = - - e cos ;

in

. . F = h'ir{dlu + 71)

=
til

K
li 1
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Note to Prop. X. Cor. 3.

7. To find the magnitude and position of the axes of

the orbit described. «

/
^^\

Let CP= r, CPy = a, «
I
= —^) = space due to velocity

of projection, a and h the semi-axes of the orbit described.

CD = v^iCP. PV = x/sTI,

a2+ h\= CP-+ CD-) = r^+ 2rs

ah (= C/) . PF) = \/i7s . r sin a\

from which two equations a and &, and therefore e, the

eccentricity, may be determined.

Also, if 6 be the inclination of axis major to CP,

.>= *'

.-. cos^e

1 - e^ cos^ e

1 / 6-^

from which may be found.

Note to Prop. XIII. Cor.

8. To find the magnitude and position of the axis of

the orbit described.

Let SP=r, Z SPY =^ a, draw SY, HZ perpendicular

to YPZ ; and let a, 6, L be the semiaxes and latus rectum

of the orbit;

then PL . PH = PK . PS,

or (r ^^ s) . (2rt ^ r) = s . r,

.-. 2r/(r ^ s) - r^= 0,
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"''^i^zv)'

hence the niagnitude of the axis major is independent of the-

direction of projection.

Again, h = \/SY.HZ = y/SP sin a . HP sin a

r . si , sin a

.-. L =
'^
a

= 4« . sin""* a.

Again, 17^ = .S7/ . sin yl^K,

or (.S'P + HP) cos a = 2e . .-/C sin ^.S^K,

1

.-. sin ^.S"}' = - cos a,
e

which etiuation, since e = \/ 1 ^ — is known, determines
a''

the position of the axis major.

ON ANGULAR VELOCITY.

2. When a body /^ moves in an orbit, its angular ve-

locity round any point S, (fig. page '28.) is measured by

the angle uniformly described by SP round .S' in l", in the

same manner as linear velocity is measured by the line uni-

forndy described in l". If the angular motion of SP be

not innform, the angular velocity at any point is measuretl

by the angle, which would be described in l", if the angular

motion of SP were to continue uniform for that time.

Hence if the angular motion be not uniforn), and PSQ be

the angle described in T' after leaving /*, the angular

velocity

,. . angle PSQ
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for this is the angle which would be described in l", if

the angular motion at P were to continue uniform for that

time.

Proi'. If a body he moving in any orbit round a

center of force S, the angular velocity at any point P

h

^SP''

Let PSQ be the angle described in T" ; with center S
and radius SQ, describe a circular arc cutting SP in T,

and draw 6'F perpendicular to the tangent at P ; then the

triangle PTQ may be considered as ultimately rectilinear,

and similar to SYP, hence

z ' vel. at P = limit
A PSQ

limit
QT

SQ. T

,. .PQ.SY . .. .QT
SP"- T '

''"""^
PQ

SY
SP

SY . vel. at P
SP"

PQ
, since limit —- = vel. at P

—
,
(Prop. I. Cor. 3).

10. Force varying as (distance)'^. To find the time of

motion and the velocity acquired by a body falling through

a given space from rest. (Props, xxxiii. and xxxvi,)

Let S be the center of force, A the point '^j^-;^

from which the body begins to fall

;

^\ \

SP'
force at distance SP.

Let APBhe a semi-ellipse, focus A^and axis j.,,

major ASB ; ADB a semi-circle, whose diameter

is ASB ; and suppose a body revolving in the ^



fllipse round the focus S to conu- to P; bisect Jli in O,

draw DPC perpciulicular to Ali, and join OP, OD.

Then the time through AP ac area ASP oc area ASD,
and this being true for, all values of the axis minor will be

true when it is diminished without limit, in which case tlic

ellipse coincides with the axis major and the point P with C,

or the body is moving in the straight line AC; the point B
also coincides with ^S', since y/.S' . 5*/? = (<\ axis minor)*; and

since space due to velocity at A = J chord of curvature at A
1 ,

(axis minor)*
, , ,

through S = ^ latus rectum = — = 0, the Ixxly

begins to move from rest at A.

Hence time from rest tlirough AC oc area ATiD,

time through AC area ABD
•. time through y/i?( = J periodic time in ellipse) semi-cWcleAB

D^

.-. time throujrh AC
TV . AOl ^AO . (AD + CD)

y/^ ' ^TT.AO'-

V— .{AD+CD).
2n

Again, velocitv at ^ = "V -77. •

-^li
(Prop. wi.). and

AO SP
when the ellij)se coincides with the axis major.

, . ^, ^/2m AB- BC . /iJyu
velocuyat C = V ^^-^ - = V

-^^.

AC
AS' liC ' AS SC

, .c . /^iS AS V ^ /

Lob. lime througli Ja = \/ — tt— = /-
2m 2 v//u

= ^ per. time in an ellipse,

of wl\iih J.S IS the axis major.
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11. Force varies as distance. To Jind the time of

motion and the velocity acquired by a body iti falling

through a given space from rest. (Prop, xxxviii.)

Let S be the center of force, A the place ^r-,,-^

from which the body begins to fall : on AB
j

\\^
cl= 2AS describe a semi-ellipse APB, and a

semi-circle ADB, and let a body moving in

the ellipse come to P. Draw DPC perpendi-

cular to AB^ and join SP, SD.

Then time through AP oc area ASP
oc area ASD, and this being true, whatever be

^'

the axis minor of the ellipse, will be true when it is dimin-

ished without limit, in which case the body will be at C,

having fallen from rest at A,

.-. time through AC oa area ASD

;

time thiough AC
time through AS{= ^periodic time in a circle)

sector ASD
^ area of a circle

.-. tmie through AC = 7=-^
2^/^ ^ttAS-^

AD
AS^^

Again, let SE be the semi-axis minor,

then vel. at P = semi-conjugate at P .
-^~ (Prop. x. Cor. 1.)

= s/AS'-vSE^-SP' . \/~^,

/el. at C = x/aS^- SC\ y/'^i

= CD v/m-

V(
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Ci)K. 'riinc to center of force

- \ per. time in an ellipse,

distances to the center of

force in center.

Hence the times through

force are equal.

Vel. acquired in fjilling through AS = AS\//ul.

12. If the velocities of two bodies^ one of trhirh w
falling directly towards a center of force^ and the other

describing a curve about that center, be equal at any equal

distayices, they icill always be equal at equal distances.

(Prop. XL.)

Let S be the center of force, and let

one of the bodies be moving in the straight

line APS and the other in the curve AQq;
with radii SQ, Sq describe the circular arcs

(^7*, qp: let SQ cut pq in ;«, and draw mn
perpendicular to Qq ; and suppose the velo-

cities of the bodies at /' and Q to be ecpial.

Since the centripetal forces at P and Q
are equal, Pp, Qm may be taken to repre-

sent them : Pp is wholly effective in acce-

lerating P, but the effective part of Qw
is Qn, mn being wholly employed in retaining the body in

the curve, Al.so since the velocities at P and Q are equal,

the times of describing Pp and Q7, when the spaces are

diminished indefinitely, are proportional to Pp and Q,q\ hence

force at P : force at Q = Pp : Qn
and time tiirough Pp : time through Qq = Pp : ^^7 ;

.•. velocity added in discribing Pp : velocitv added in

describing Qq
= /-'// : Qn . Qq = Qui- : Qn . Qq
= 1:1,

and the same may be shewn at all corresponding })oints

e(|ually distant front .V, therefore. If the velocities, <§t.



SECTION IX.

ON THE rOSITION OF THE APSIDES IN ORBITS VERY

NEARLY CIRCULAR.

Prop. XLIII. The orbit i7i which a body moves re-

volves round the center of force with an angular velocity^

which always bears a fixed ratio to that of the body ; to shew

that the body may be made to move in the revolving orbit

in the same man7ier as in the orbit at rest by the action of a

force tending to the same center.

Let C be the center of force, and

when the body in the fixed orbit VCP
has described the arc VP, let vCp be

the position of the revolving orbit, and

p that of the body moving in it ; then

Z vCp ^ ^ VCP. Also let the angu-

lar velocity of the orbit be to that of

PasG- F : F.

The angles VCv, TCP begin to- ^

gether at F, and their contemporary increments are as the

angular velocities of Cu and CP, that is, as G — F : F,

therefore the ano'les themselves arc in that ratio, or

VCv : VCP or vCp ^ G - F : F;

.-. componendo VCp : VCP = G : F;

hence, if the angle VCp be always taken = t7^ angle VCP,
r
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and C]t = CP, V j) tlie locus of jt will \)l- the curve traced

out in fixed space by a body p moving in the revolving

orbit in the same manner as P in the fixed orbit.

Also the body may describe the orbit Vp by the action

of a force placed in C

For let PCK, p Ck be the areas described by CP, Cp in

the same small increment of time ; draw A'T, kt perpendi-

cular to CP, Cp; then the contemporary increments of the

areas, described by p and P, are ultimately as

Cp . kt : CP . KT = Cp' . smpCk : CP" . sin PCX
= /. pCk : z PCX = L ' vel. of r/> : z ' vel. of CP = G : F,

and the whole areas begin together at F, therefore they are

themselves in the same ratio; hence area VCp oc area VCP
oc the time (Prop. ]); and therefore (Prop. 2) a body may
be made to move in the orbit Vp by a proper centripetal force

placed in C.

Def. An apse or apside is a point in an orbit at which

the direction of the body's motion is j)crpendicular to the dis-

tance ; and the angle between two consecutive apsidal distances

is callcil the apsidal angle.

Cor. //' a In' the apsidal angle in the orbit W . tlf mr-

G
responding apsidal angle in the orbit Vp = —a.

For the motion of p is compounded of two motions, one

arising from the angular motion of the orbit, and therefore

perpendicular to the distance, and the other the same as the

motion of P in the fixed orbit ; hence when the latter body
is at an apse, the whole motion of p will be perpendicular

to the distance, or p will be at an apse ; also the angles de-

scribed in the same time in the orbits Vp and VP are always

as G : F,
/^

. . apsidal angle in orbit Vp = — a.
A"
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Prop. XLIV. To find the difference of the forces^ by

which the bodies are retained in the fixed and revolving

orbits.

Let P and p be contemporary positions of the two bodies,

PK a small arc of the fixed orbit described in t" \ take

pk = Pk, and with radius CK or Ck describe the circle Kk;

draw KR,kr perpendicular to CP, Cp and in rk, produced

if necessary, take rm = -^.kr. Let the velocities of P and pF
be each resolved into two, one central or in the direction of

the distance, and the other transverse or perpendicular to it ;

then since PK is very small, PR and RK may be taken to

represent P's central and transverse velocities respectively

;

and since the angular motion of the orbit affects only the

transverse motion of p, pr = PR will represent p's central

motion : also transverse vel. = angular vel. x dist. :

-•. transv. vel. ofp : transv. vel. of P = z'^ vel. of p : Z^ vel. of P

= G : P;
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.-. transverse vel. of yj = — . A'/i = rtn.
/•

Ilcncc, in consequence of the two motions ;>r, >•?//, p will

be at »j, when P is at K. But if we take

z VCfi = ^ z rC^, and Cn = Ch\

p must be at ti, when P is at A', in order that it may move
in the manner required ; join mn; then an additional force

must have acted on />, sufficient to draw it through ?nn in t'\

and therefore the difference of the forces on P and /;

= 2lim. -:— (Lem. x. Cor. 2).

Let mw, mr produced cut the circle again in / and /,

,
mk . mf ^^ G , ^ G - F

^

then 11171 = . Now mr = ~ . kr, .-. mk = —— kr.
m t F F

G+F G'^-F"
and 7)1f = — -— .kr; .. mk . mf = —— . k r'.

Let /t = 2 area described by P in l",

,. areaPCK ,. CP.KR ,. KR h
.'. /i = 2 lim. = hm. ; .•. Imi. = :

f t t CP

also wi^ ultimately passes through C and equals Q.CP\

mti ,. G'-F' kr^
.-. 2.hm.-^ = 2.hm.-^^.---;

C^ — F* A* 1

.-. force onp- force on P = ^^ .—^ , and . . oc ^^,

.

Piiop. XLV. The law of force in an orbit nearly

circular Iteing given^ to find an approximate value of the

apsidal angle.
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Let — .//• be the force at any distance ;•, a the greatest

value of r, and a - ,v any other value ; then

r r

which being expanded in a series ascending by powers of x

1
,

X
= — {fa -f'a.,v+ &c.) = r ' {fa -f a . on) very nearly,

since x is very small.

Let VP (Fig. Prop, xliii.) be an ellipse of small eccen-

tricity, C the focus, CV the greatest distance = a, L the

latus rectum, and let —= force at F; then (Prop, xi.) if

h = 2 area described in l" by a body revolving in the ellipse

round a center of force in the focus,

F^ = = — , since L = 2a nearly ; hence,La
F' G'-F' h^ ^„

force on ;> = — + —^^^—._ (Prop, xliv.)

= — \F^ {a - x) + {G^ - F'^)a\ since Cp = r or a - x^

= L(G'a.-F'.v).

Now the values of G and F being indeterminate, this ex-

pression may be made equal to the above value of the force in

the orbit, of which the apsidal angle is required, that is,

G^a - F^x = fa —fax,

from which equation, since it must hold true for the different

values of x, we obtain

G^a =fa, and F~ =f'a, and therefore, — = \/ —-r •

I* aJ a

5—2
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Now since the proposed orl)it i> nearly circular, (vel.) at

apsidal distance (a) = force x a nearly, = —.fa, and since at
Cl-

aw apse the velocity is wholly transverse, (vel.)' at V in orhit

Vp = ^. (vel.)^ at V in orbit VP, =^ .— = — = (vel.)^
F^ F- a a

in proposed orbit, since G' n =f(i- Since then in the orbit

Vp, and in that of which the apsidal angle is recjuired, the

apsidal distances and the forces at equal distances, as well as

the velocities at the apsidal distances are equal, the orbits

will be similar, and the apsidal angles equal; but the apsidal

angle in the orbit I'p

= — . 180" (Prop. XLlll. Cor.) = \/ ^-^ 180";
F fiJ a

and therefore the apsidal angle required = \/ ^-—- 180".

af a

Ex. 1. Let the force =/ir""^;

.-. lorce = — r" = — {a - .ry
r* ?'*

= — (ft — na" . .?), nearly ;

.'. fa = inn", fa = una' '

180"

.-. apsidal angle = —y= .

Ex. 2. Let the force =

1 ,

•. force = —
J
/u (a - /r )" + i; . (rt - .r)"

|

— ^Aif/'" + vn'' - (f/JM^"""' + «i'ft'"')r + &c.

.'. fa ts fin'" + vn",

fn = tVfin"'^^ + 71 vn"

• , , . / { na"' + pa" ]
.-. apsidal angle = K/

{
>.li

^ \ninn"' + 71 vn"}
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If « = 1, apsidal anolc =. \/ I ^ '^ " \
[nifx + 7ii'\

180"

In this manner, as will be shewn in the next section, the

motion of the moon''s apsides might be found approximately,

if the direction of the disturbing force of the sun upon
the moon tended wholly to the earth's center ; but since this

is not the case, their motion cannot be determined by the

method here proposed.



SECTION XI

ON THK MOTION OF BODIES MUTUALLY ATT RACTI NCi

KACH OTHER.

The motion of a ])hysical point, attracted to an iniuiovablo

center of force, has been explained in the jirecedinjr sections.

We now proceed to consider the motions of mutually attract-

ing bodies, of which the masses bear a finite ratio to each other.

In this case the attractin^r body placed in the center of force

is no longer immoval)le, for by the third law of motion the

actions of the attracting and attracted bodies are mutual and

equal; so that if M represent the mutual attraction of two

bodies, whose masses are S and P, the bodies themselves will

be acted on by accelerating forces— and — respectively, and

a motion will consccpicntly be generated in each, the nature

of which it is now proposed to investigate.

Pnop. LVII. Tim bodies attracthi}: each other descrilte

similar figures about their center of gravity, and alnrnt each

other.

Let S and P be the Iwdies, join SP and take SC : SP
= P : S + P, then C is their center of gravity. If C be in

motion, let a motion always equal and opposite to that of C
be aj)j)lied to the system, then C will continue at rest ; and

since the same motion applied to all the parts of a system

produces no alteration in their relative motions, the relative

orbits described by S and P about C and about each other

will not be afficted.
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Let ST and PQ be arcs

described in the same time

round C ; then

TC : CQ = P: S = SC : CP,

.'. TC: SC=CQ: CP, „

and angle SCT = angle PCQ; therefore ST and PQ are

similar figures, and they are the figures described about

the center of gravity.

Again, draw Tp parallel and equal to Sp. To a spec-

tator at S, who is insensible of his own motion and refers the

whole motion to P, P at first will be seen in the direction

SCP or Tp, and afterwards in the direction TQ, and will

therefore appear to have described the angle p TQ about S,

and SP or Tp : CP = S + P : S = TQ : CQ i

.-. Tp : TQ= CP: CQ,

and angle 7> T'Q = angle PCQ, therefore the curves j^Q and

PQ are similar, that is, the figure described by P round S
in motion is similar to the figures described by P and ^S* round

their center of gi'avity.

Puop. LVIII. An orbit similar and equal to the ap-

parent orbit of P round S in motion may be described round
S fixed by the action of the same central force.

Let PQ and ST be the similar orbits described by P and

.S* round C, their center of gravity. Take

Sp = SP, z pSq = z PCQ,

and take Sq such, that

Sq : Sp= CQ : CP= TQ : SP;

.'. Sq = TQ,
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and therefore q traces out the apparent orbit of P. Draw
the subtenses QR, qr, parallel to CP, Sp, and meeting the

tangents at P, p in P, r.

Let a body be projected from p with a velocity r, which

is to V the velocity at P,

as V-S' + P \^S, as y/Yp : VCP, as \/pV : y/PR

by similar figures, and let T, t be the times of describing

Pi?, pr ; then ultimately

7~ V '~^~~i^'^~PK~^'~~pr
OR
qr

Also the force being the same,

space through which P is drawn in T" T^ QR , .— 5 —, rr-, :—

i

:
;; = ^r = ultimately

,

space through which p is drawn in ^ t qr

l)ut RQ = space through wliich P is drawn in T",

rq f \

and therefore q is the place of the body at the end of t" \ it

will also continue in the curve, for the forces being equal and

the orbits similar, the resolved parts of the forces in the direc-

tions of the tangents will be equal at all corresponding points

in the arcs PQ,pq; hence the increments of the velocities

continually generated, as the bodies describe the arcs, will

be ultimately as the times of describing similar arcs, that is,



T : t, as \/^: \/S + P ;

.-. componendo, vel. at q : vel. at Q = \/S + P : v S\

hence the body is under the same circumstances as at p, and

will therefore continue in the curve.

Cor. 1. Two bodies, which attract each other ivith forces

varying as the distayice, describe similar ellipses about their

center of gravity and about each other as cento's.

For the orbits described about C and about each other

are similar to that described about S fixed, which in this case

is an ellipse, whose center is S.

Cor. 2. Ttvo bodies, which attract each other ivith

forces varying inversely as the square of the distance,

describe similar ellipses about their center of gravity and
about each other as foci.

Cor. 3. Two bodies revolving round their center of gra-

vity describe round it areas proportional to the times.

Let PQ, PQ' be arcs respectively similar to pq, pq', and

let T, T', t, t', be the times of describing the four arcs re-

spectively ;

t
now — :

V s + p t'

\/~S ~ T'
'

t T

also by similar figures,

area PCQ
area PCQ'

diXQdipSq t

areapSq' ~ T~
T
r

area PCQ oc time of describing it.
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I'uoi'. LIX. Tlic periodic tivic of V rouud S at rent

: that of r or S romid C = \/S + T : \/ S.

For the orbits, l)eing similar, may be divided into the same

number of similar parts, as pr/, PC^ in Prop, lviu ;

and time of describing pq

: time of describing PQ = \ 'S + P : \/S,

and the same bein'' true for the times of describing all the

similar arcs, we have componendo

])eriodic time of P round 5 at rest

: that of P or S round C = \/S + P : \/S.

Prop. LX. Force otz {dist)~'\ If i'") f>c the a.ris major

of the apparent orbit described by P nnind S in motion, (a')

that of an orbit described by P round S at rest in the same

periodic time, then a : a' = v S + P : y/S.

Let p' q be the ellipse, of which a is the axis major, that

is, let p' q be an ellipse described by P round ^S* at rest, in the

same periodic time as that in which P describes an ellipse

round S in motion, or as that in which PQ. is described; and

let pq be the apparent orbit described by P round .S* in

motion ; then, since the force in the two orbits is the same,

periodic time in ])' ({ : j)eri()dic time in /n/ = a'^ : a^ (Prop, xv.)

also by Prop, i.ix,

period, time in pq : period, time in PQ = y/'^S + P : y/S-

.-. period, time in p q' : period, time in PQ = \/{S+P)a" : \/^a\

the first term of which proportion is equal to the second by

the hypothesis,

.-. {S + P)a'' = Sa';

.'. a : a = \/S + P : C^'S.
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Proi'. LXIV. To determine the motion of a system of
bodies attracting each other with forces varying as the dis-

tance hetwee7i their centers.

Let P and Q be two bodies collected in their respective

centers of gravity. Join PQ and take PF : PQ = Q: P + Q,
then F is the center of gravity of P
and Q ; and {P + Q) . PF = Q . PQ =

force of (^ on P ; but (P + Q) PF =
the force, which two bodies equal to P
and Q placed at F would exert on P,

therefore P is attracted in the same

manner as if a body equal to the

sum of the bodies were placed at F,

and will therefore describe an ellipse round F at rest as its

center. Similarly Q will describe an ellipse round the same

point as a center, and in the same periodic time, since the

absolute force P + Q is the same in both cases.

Let R he a. third body, join HP, RQ, JRF ; the forces

R . PR and R . QR, which R exerts on P and Q, may be re-

solved respectively into R . PF, R . FR, and R . QF, R . FR ;

the force R . FR, l)eing the same for either body, produces

no disturbance in their relative motions, and therefore the

bodies will move in the same manner with respect to each

other, as if that force did not act. The other forces R . PF,
R . QF, varying as the distance of P and Q from F, will not

cause any perturbations in the orbits described by P and Q
round F, and therefore these bodies will still describe ellipses

round F, but since the absolute force is increased in the ratio

of P 4- Q + -S : P + Q, the periodic time will be diminished

in the ratio of y/p + Q -. ^p + Q + R,

Again, in FR take FG : FR = R : P + Q + R, and join

PG, QG ; then G is the center of gravity of P, Q, R;
and R . FR = (P + Q + R) . FG ; hence 'the force which

R exerts on P is equivalent to the forces 7? . PF and
(P + Q + R) ' FG, and the force which Q exerts on P is

equal to (P + Q) . PF ; hence the whole force on P is equal

to (P+Q + R) PF and (P+Q + R) FG, that is, to (P + Q + i?)



7^6', and tlu'riforc P will (lc^c•ril)l• ;ui tllipsL' loimd (#' as a

tenttr. Siiiiilaily Q will describe ai) ellipse round the same

point as a center, and therefore P and (^ describe ellipses

round their coinnion center of frravity and round the center

of gravity of the system.

In the same manner it may be shewn that P and /?, and

Q and R will describe ellipses round their common centers of

gravity respectively, and round the center of gravity of the

system ; and the same may be proved (jf any number of bodies.

Pkop. LXVI. Force oc (di.St.) '. Two bodies S and
P revolve round a third T in such a mantier, that V describes

the interior orbit: to .shew that P tviil describe round T areas

more nearly proportional to the times., and a figure more

nearly resembH)ig an ellipse^ if T be acted on by the attrac-

tiotis of the other two, than if it were either not attracted by

them at all, or attracted nnich more or much less.

Let PAR, ESF be the orbits of P S respectively.

1. Let the orbits be in the same plane. Join SP, PT,
TS, and in «S'/^ produced if necessary, take A'.V equal to the

mean distance of P from S, and let it represent the accele-

rating force of attraction of P to .V at that distance ; take also

LS = -—^ . A\S\ then L.S will represent the attraction of P

to S at the distance PS. Draw /,.!/ ])arallel to 7*7' meeting

aST, j)roduced if necessarv, in M, and resolve /,.V into the

forces LAf, MS.
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Pis acted on by three forces, LM, MS and its original

gravitation to T, the last of which would cause it to describe

areas proportional to the times and an ellipse, focus T : the

force LAI, acting in the direction PT, does not affect the

equable description of areas, but since by composition with the

attraction of T on P it forms a force not varying as (dist.)"^,

it will disturb the elliptic form of P's orbit ; and the force MS,
neither acting in the direction PT, nor varying as (dist.)~^,

will disturb botii the equable description of areas and the

elliptic form of the orbit.

Let NS represent the attraction o^ S on T ; then if MS
and NS are equal, these equal forces, acting in parallel direc-

tions on P and T, will not disturb the relative motions of

the two bodies ; but if they are unequal, the disturbing force

on P will be represented by their difference MN \ hence the less

MNi?,, the smaller will be the disturbances produced : now since

the distance of P from ^S* is sometimes greater and sometimes

less than that of T from S, the mean attraction KS oi P to S
differs less fi-om NS, than if T were attracted by a much
greater or much less force ; that is, the disturbing force MN
will be less, and therefore the equable description of areas

and the elliptic form of P's orbit will be less disturbed, if

T be attracted by S, than if it were not attracted by S at all,

or attracted much more or much less.

Def. The Line of Nodes is the straight line, in which

the planes, of the orbits of P and ^S* intersect each other.

2. Let the orbits lie in different planes. The same con-

struction being made, the force I^M acting in direction PT,
which is in the plane of P''s orbit, produces the same eff*ect

as in the first case, and has no tendency to draw P from tiie

plane of its orbit. But MN, acting in a direction inclined

to that plane, except when the line of nodes passes through

Si not only produces the effects mentioned in the first case,

but also tends to draw P from the plane of its orbit ; and

this and the other perturbations depending on the magnitude

of MN will be least, when MN is least, that is, when NS
is equal or nearly equal to ^^9, as before
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Obs. In tlie proposition P is supposed to describe an

orbit round T fixed ; this cannot in reality be the case, as

lonf^ as its magnitude bears a finite ratio to that of T\ for,

leaving out tlie consideration of the forces which S exerts,

the two bodies P and T describe orbits about their center

of gravity. The orbit here meant is the apparent orbit of

P to a spectator at 7", that is, the orl)it p Q'm Prop. 51. If,

however, we suppose a force applied every instant to /-* and

T equal and opposite to that which P exerts on T, T will

remain at rest, and the gravitation of P to T will be the

sum of the attractions of T on P, and of P on T, acting

in the direction PT ; so that the whole gravitation of P to

PT'
'

Prob. I. To i7ivest'igate expressions for the disturbing

forces of S on P, on the supposition that Vs orbit is circular,

nnd coincident with the plane of S'* orbit.

g
Force of S on P represented by LS = -^^>

-•. force of .S" on P in direction PT

S LM_^ PT_ S.PT
~ sF'Ts'^' sp SP"

^'^'

this is called the oddititious force, and is represented by LM.

Again, force of -S" on P in direction TS

~SP'TS~SP^'ST~SP" '

"• e
and force of S on T in direction TS = ——^ ;

disturbing force of .S' on P in direction TS

(2),

this is called tlie ablatitious force, and is represented by MN.

= .s/!iz:__Li.
[SP' ST'f
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Draw NR perpendicular to LM ; then MN is equivalent

to MR, RN,

!ST 1 1

this force acts in the direction of the tangent at P, and is

called the tatigential force.

Similarly, MR =-. S .\^.- -/-| cos PTS,

S PT ( ST 1 \

hence LR=LM-MR=-^^-S.}^^^ - -~}^cosPTS,...{^),

this force, which is the resultant of the distui'bing forces of

A^ on P in direction PT, is called the central disturbing force.

Hence the gravitation of P to T

PT' ' \SP' \SP' ST'
"Tsl

PiioB. II. Tofind approximate expressions for the above

disturbing forces, when ST is very great compared with PT.

SP =
I
ST^ -2ST.PT cos PTS + PT'}h

o PT
= ST\l- -^^ cos PTS} * nearly

;

1 1 3PT
•••^ = ^,d>+^-PT^j nearly,

ST 1 3PT „_^

hence the ablatitious force

3S . PT
ST^

the tangential force

cos PTS,

a o PT' S S* PT
'^ cos PTS . sin PP.9 = "—^ sin 2PP^,
ST' 2 ST'
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the central disturhinir force

S PT ^PT iS PT^ I ' + ^cos PTS\ - -^>- cos' J'TS

S PT
-^—J- . |l - 3 cos- PTS\ nearly

S.PT
2 ST'

I + :icos2P7\S']

Cor. 1. Let F=the mean central disturbing force, or the

force, which, acting uniformly for a whole revolution of P
round T, would produce the same effect as the variable central

disturbing force ; and let the four right angles through which

7^P moves in one revolution be divided into n equal angles;

then

S.PT U / in Htt VZtt
+ 3 cos— + cos— + cos + . .

.

S.PT 21
VST^ ' n y^

/n + 1 \

^))»'

PT]

hen n is infinite,
n J )

n + 1

3

2 ST' 1

' "^
w

sm2 7r

Sin—
when n is infinite.

2ST'
'

and therefore the mean central disturbing force is ablatitious,

and diiniiiishes the gravitation of P to T.

Dkk. 1. /^ is said to be in *7/r//^//, when its orthogonal

projection on the plane of .S^s orbit lies either in ST or in

ST produced, and in qnadrnture when the projections lie

in a line drawn through T in the plane of .S"s orbit perpendi-

cular to ST.

In the first nine corollaries to the Proposition the planes

of the two orbits are supposed to coincide, and therefore P
will be in syzygies at A and C, when crossing the line .^T^

or ^S'T' produced, and in quadratures at B and D, po" dis-

tant from A or ('. S and P move in the directions ESF,
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DAB. The distance PS is supposed invariable, and so great

as to be always considered parallel to TS. In the eighth and

ninth corollaries the eccentricity of P''s orbit is taken into ac-

count, but the expressions above obtained for the disturbing

forces on the supposition that P's orbit is circular, may, on

account of the smallness of the eccentricity, be applied without

affecting the general correctness of the results deduced.

Cor. 2. If the planes of the two orbits coincide, the

2S .PT
central disturbing force = -^—— when P is in syzygies,

S PT
and =

'

when P is in quadratures ; and is therefore ab-

latitious in the former case, and addititious in the latter.

Def. 2. If the Earth, Moon and Sun be supposed to be

represented by T, P, and ^S*, the Moon is said to be in perigee

when at the nearer, and in apogee when at the farther apse.

Corollaries to the Proposition.

Cor. 1. What has been proved as to the disturbances

caused by S may be proved as to those produced by any other

body revolving round T : hence if several bodies P, S', jR, &c.

revolve about another T, the motion of the innermost body P
will be least disturbed by the attractions of Sy /?, &c. when

T is attracted by the others in the same manner as they

mutually attract each other.

CoR. 2. The areas, described by P round T in the same

given times, continually increase as P moves from quad-

rature to syxygy, and continually decrease from syzygy to

quadrature.

For the only part or the disturbing force, which affects

the equable description of areas is the tangential force, and

it acts in consequentia from upper quadrature to syzygy, and

in antecedentia from syzygy to lower quadrature.

Similarly the areas described in the same given times

increase continually from lower quadrature to syzygy, and

decrease from syzygy to upper quadrature.

6
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Cou. .{. 77/t' vrlttvity itf V is greafesf in sj^zi/^ien, and

least In ({uadrafun-ti.

Cou. 1-. If V\s (trf)if he originally circular, the curvature

of the disturbed orhit will he greatest in r/uadrattires, and

least in syzygies.

For the radius of curvature in an orbit nearly circular

( l^^

and therefore the curvature, which varies

central force

force
inversely as the radius varies as ;

——-. Now the force of
•' {ye\y

P to T is greatest in quadratures, and least in syzygies, and

the velocity of P is least in the former case, and greatest in

the latter ; hence on both accounts the curvature is greatest

in (juadratures and least in syzygies.

Cou. 5. Hence P's orhit, if it be originally circular,

will ossutue the form of an oval, whose axis major passes

through quadratures, and a.vis minor through syzygies.

Cor. (). To consider the effect produced lyy the disturbing

forces on the periodic time of P round T.

The tangential force accelerates and retards P's motion

equally in a whole revolution, and therefore does not afiect

the periodic time. But the central disturbing force in a whole

revolution diminishes the gravitation of P to T, and therefore

'••creases the distance PT ; hence the jieriodic time, which

(rad) \
oc ~7~~'

, ..
—

, will from both these causes be increased
V absolute force

by the action of the central disturbing force.

Obs. If S approach towards the system T and P, the

central disturbing force, which varies inversely as ST^, will

be increased, and consequently the gravitation of P to T will

be still more diminished, and the tlistance PT increase<l

;

hence the periodic time will be still farther increased.
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Coll. 7. The orbit, of P being supposed nearly circular,

to consider the effect of the central disturbing force on the

motio7i of its apsides during a whole revolution.

Let PT = r, and let — represent the force of 7* on P;

then if vr represent the addititious force, when P is in quadra-

ture, — 2vr will represent the ablatitious force when P is in

syzygy ; and therefore the whole attractions of P to T in

quadrature and syzygy respectively will be — + vr, and

— — 2 vr. Hence if the force in quadratures prevailed for a

^\/^t±JL

=V

whole revolution, the apsidal angle would = \/ . 36o°.

which is less than 360'>, or the apside would regrede ; and

if the force in syzygies prevailed for the same time, it would

fJL — 2v . . . •

. 360", which is greater than 860", or the apside

would progrede. At any other point the apside will regrede

or progrede, according as the disturbing force at that point

increases or diminishes the gravitation of P to 7'; but the

gravitation is on the whole diminished by the central disturb-

ing force, and therefore its tendency is to make the apsides

progrede.

Obs. In investigating in this and the fbllowing Corolla-

ries the effects produced on P's orbit by the different disturb-

ing forces, it is to be observed that only general results are

obtained : the disturbing force may be supposed to act by
impulses, its effects are then examined at the points where

its action is most effective, and from these a general conclu-

sion is drawn as to its effect in a whole revolution of P.

Cor. 8. The orbit to P being supposed ecceyitric, to

consider the effect of the central disturbing force on the

motion of its apsides.

1. Let the apsidal line be in a syzygy ; draw the tangent

Py in the direction of P's motion. As P approaches perigee,

G—

2
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tlie central disturbing force being ablatitious*, tends to draw

P from T; hence the acute angle TPy is increased by it,

or P arrives at an apse (tt) sooner than it would have done

in the undisturbed orbit ; therefore the apsidal line regredes.

For a short time after passing perigee, the disturbing force,

being still ablatitious, tends to increase tin.- ohtuse angle TPf/,

so that P appears to have proceeded from an apse (tt') still

more distant than tt ; hence if the disturbing force now ceased'

acting, so that 1' described an undisturbed ellipse, the apogee,

found by producing tt' T, will have regreded more than

that found by producing ttT, and therefore both before and

after perigee, the tendency of the central disturbing force is

to make the apsidal line regrede. As P approaches near to

apogee, the disturbing force being still ablatitious increases

the obtuse angle TPtj, and .-. P arrives at the apse later

than it would otherwise have done, or the line of apses pro-

gredes; and in like manner as before it may be shewn to

progrede still farther after P leaves apogee ; hence when P is

near apogee the line of apses is progressive. Now the dis-

turbing force, varying as PT^ is greater in the latter case

than in the former, hence the progression of the apsidal line,

when P is near apogee, is greater than the regression, when

P is near perigee. When P is near the extremities of the

)j latus rectum, it may be easily seen by reasoning similar to the

- - j above, that the effect of the disturbing force is to make the ap-

la'^^r' sidal line regrede at one extremity, and progrede at the other,

l-lV't^'^^nd PT being in this case the same for both, the regression

, c^ will equal the progression. Similarly, at other intermediate

^ i^af points between syzygies and quadratures, the disturbing forces

tPO*-!,
j,j jj whole revolution will in ii great measure counteract each

^y^^*-^ other, and their effects need not be considered; hence when

,
.j^
yT^ ^ the apsidal line is in syzygy, the effect of the central disturbing

force is to make it progrede.

2. Let the apsidal line be in quadrature : then at the

apsides the disturbing force is addititious ; and it may be

shewn as above, that when P is near perigee, the apsidal line

• Iji this and the remaining Corollaries, the central disturbing force is called

ahlatitiouK, when it acts in the direction TP, and therefore tends to diminish the

gravitation of P to 7*.
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progredes, and regredes when P is near apogee ; and the re-

gression in this case is greater than the progression ; therefore

since the whole motion of the apsides for other positions of /*

is inconsiderable, in this position the apsidal line is regressive.

The apsidal line then progredes when in syzygy, and

regredes in quadrature ; but the progression exceeds the re-

gression ; for the former is due to the difference of the abla-

titious forces at apogee and perigee, when the apsidal line is

in syzygy, and the latter to the difference of the addititious

forces at the same point, when that line is in quadrature,

and the former difference equals twice the latter. As the line

of apses by the actual motion of S appears to revolve from

syzygy to quadrature, the progression for the same reason

exceeds the regression ; hence during a whole revolution of S
the effect of the central disturbing force is to make the line of

apses progrede.

Moreover, when the apsidal line is in syzygy and therefore

progressive, it is moving in the same direction as S, and thus

continues longer in syzygy than if .S* were quiescent, and

hence the progression is increased. When the apsidal line

is in quadrature, the contrary takes place, and the regression

is not so great as if S were stationary. (Vid. Prof. Airy's

"Gravitation.") yrxorco\cv i'U<% afyscis .« i>Cfr: ttU, l"" rneno>^

^
,
sia m-e^ \t cp c/cc . - ^ f /^ ef^^tj o w j ti //

Cor. 9. To consider the effect of the central disturbing 1u^'^ ^ ttt*i^tt

force on the eccentricity of F''s orbit.

As P moves from perigee to apogee, the ablatitious force

tends to increase, and the addititious force tends to diminisli

the obtuse angle TPy, which the tangent Py makes with PT

;

also the velocity at any point, and therefore the axis major

remains nearly unaltered ; therefore in the former case the

form of the orbit departs farther from, and in the latter ap-

proaches nearer to that of a circle ; that is, the tendency of

the ablatitious force is to increase, and that of the addititious

to diminish the eccentricity. As P moves from apogee to

perigee, the acute angle TPy is increased by the former force,

and diminished by the latter, that is, the eccentricity is

diminished by the ablatitious and increased by the addititious

force.
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1, When the line of apsides is in cither syzygy or

quadrature, the effects in cither case of these disturbing forces

separately, as P moves from perigee to aj>ogee, are equal

and opposite to those produced by them during P's motion

from apogee to perigee ; and therefore the eccentricity of P''h

orbit ill cither of these positions of the apsidal line is unaltered

by the central disturbing force.

2. Let the perigee tf lie between lower quadrature and

nearer syzygy.

At A and C the disturbing force is ablatitious-, and at

the former point P
is moving towards,

and at the latter

from perigee; hence

at A the force tends s

to diminish, and at

C to increase the ec-

centricity ; but TC
is greater than TA^ and 2 x distance is a measure of the ab-

latitious force at these points, therefore the conibinetl effects

of the forces at A and C will increase the ececntritity. At

B and 1) the force is addititious, and at B, P is moving from,

and at I) towards perigee, hence the tendency of the force at

B is to diminish, and at D to increase the eccentricity; but

TI) is greater than TB, and the distance is a measure of the

addititious force at these points, therefore on the whole the

forces at // and T) increase the eeeentricity. Hence in this

position of the apsichd line tlie eccentricity is increased in a

wjiolc revolution.

Now as S moves in a direction parallil \.o AB, ir moves
from (piadrature towards syzygy, and therefore J ( 7'C - TA)
continually increases, and TI) - TB decreases, but the former

difference increases faster than the latter decreases; hence, as

the perigee moves from quadrature to syzygy, the eccentri-

city is continually increasing.

.'i. Hy reasoning similar to the above it may be shewn,

that as (he perigee moves from syzygy to upper (juadrature.
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the eccentricity is continually decreasing; that it increases as

it moves through DC, and decreases through CB ; so that

generally, the eccentricity continually increases as the apsidal

line revolves from quadrature to syxygy^ and decreases as

that line revolves from syzygy to quadrature.

CoE. 10. To consider the ejects produced on the in-

clination of P's orbit to that of S by the ablatitious force.

Let Nn be the line of nodes : through P draw PI
parallel to 7^*9 to represent the ablatitious force at P, IM
perpendicular to the plane of P\ orbit, and join PM : the

force PI may be resolved into the two PM, MI, of which

the latter only affects the inclination of the orbit ; and since

during P''s motion from upper to lower quadrature the abla-

titious force acts in direction TS or PI, and through the re-

maining part of the orbit in direction ST or IP, the perpen-

dicular force in the former case acts in direction MI, and in

the latter in direction IM ; hence the perpendicular force tends

towards the plane of aS"s orbit through Dn and BN, and from

it through nB and ND; and similarly, whatever be the position

of the nodal line, the perpendicular force tends towards the

plane of *S's orbit, except when P is between quadrature and

the nearer node.

In the plane of P's orbit, draw ZTZ' perpendicular to Nn.

1. When the nodes are in syzygy, since no part of the

disturbing force acts out of the plane of P's orbit, the incli-

nation will not be affected by it.

2. Let the node A'' lie between upper quadrature and
farther syzygy, and let the portion NPn of its orbit be above

the plane of that of S. From upper quadrature to Z, P is
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moving from the plane of .S^s orbit

;

let Py the tangent at P (fig. 2.) be

produced backward to meet that j)lane

in ?/, draw Pm j)arallel to J//; then

P.r the new direction of P's motion will fall between Py and

Pw, and when produced backwards will cut the plane in v at a

less angle than that in which yP cuts it, and therefore the

inclination of F'^ orbit, the position of which is determined

by the point T and the direction of

P's motion, is diminished. From Z
y,-<?nf

to w, P is moving towards the plane ^--'"'I^ L

of STs orbit, and therefore, as ap-

pears from fig. 3, Px will cut the

plane at a greater angle than that in which Py cuts it, or

the inclination is increased.

From n to lower quadrature P
is moving from the plane, and the

perpendicular force now tends from

the plane, and therefore, as in fig. 4,

tile inclination is increased.

In a similar manner it may be shewn, that as P moves
from B to Z' the inclination is diminished, that it increases

from Z' to iV, and also from iV to Z>; hence if NTD = a,

the inclination ^in this position of the line of nodes, is in-

creased, while P describes 180« + 2a° and diminislied through
180°- aa°.

3. When the nodes are in quadrature the inclination is

as much increased as it is diminished, and therefore at the

end of one revolution it is unaffected by the ablatitious

force.

1. Let A'' lie between C and B at an angular distance

(n) from B\ then it may be sliewn by reasoning similar to

the above, that in this position the inclination is increased,

while P moves through 180'' -2o", and diminished through
180" -f 2 a".

As the node recedes (see Cor. 11.) from quadrature to

syzygy, the inclination is increased, and from syzygy to quad-
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rature it is as much diminished, so that in a whole revolu-

tion of the nodes the inclination is neither increased nor

diminished. The inclination is a maximum when the nodes

are in syzygy, and a minimum when they are in quadrature;

and least of all when the nodes are in quadrature and P in

syzygy.

Cor. 11. To consider the effects produced on the motion

of the Nodes by the ahlatitious force.

Let P be the place of the body ; resolve the ablatitious

force at P into two, one perpendicular to and the other in the

plane of P"'s orbit ; and let PQ be a small arc of the orbit

which P would describe, were there no perpendicular force

;

PQi a small arc of the disturbed orbit.

Then it is manifest that when P is ascending from the

node, A'" the node of PQ' will lie

behind or before N, that is, the node

will be retrograde or progressive, ac-

cording as Q' is at a less or greater

distance from the plane of *S"s orbit

than Q, that is, according as the per-

pendicular force tends towards or from

that plane ; and the same is true of

the node w, when P is approaching

that node. Now by what has been

shewn in the first part of Cor. 10, the force tends always

towards the plane, except between quadrature and the

nearer node ; hence the motion of the node is always retro-

grade, except when P is moving between quadrature and the

nearer node.

If a be the angular distance of the node from quadra-

ture, the node will be progressive while P moves thi-ough

Sa", and retrograde through 36o° — 2a°.

Since a is less than 90 except at syzygy, the nodes in a

whole revolution of P regrede more than they progrede.

If the nodes be in quadratures, they will regrede durino-

the whole revolution ; when they are in syzygics, the dis-

turbing force acting in the plane of P\ orbit, produces no
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eft'c'ct uj>on the node, which therefore remains stationary ; it

will however pass out of syzygy by the motion of S, and

become retrograde.

Coil. 12. The effects produced hy the disturbing forces

arc greater^ when V is in conjunction fhan when in op-

positio7i.

For when P is at nearer syzygy or in conjunction, the

S . PT
addititious force = —'---—

, and when at farther svzvgy or in

S . PT
opposition, it = ^ ; and SA being less than SCi the

former value is greater than the latter. Also in the former

^S PT
case the ablatitious force = ———— , and in the latter it

ilSA
sS . PT

_ — - and therefore is greater in coni unction than in

opposition. Hence, the effects produced by these forces will

be greater in conjunction than in opposition.

C'oR. 1.3. The reasoning employed in this proposition is

wholly independent of the magnitude of S „ if therefore S be

so great, that the system of P and T revolves round 5 fixed,

the disturbing forces will be of the same kitid as when S
moved round T fixed; but since each varies as S^ they will

all be increased in the same ratio as that in which wo suppose

.V to be increased.

Cou. 1 i. If S and the disfance ST jv/r//, trhilst the

system of P and T remains the same, the anf^ular erntr

of 1* as seen from T, produced in a given time hy the dis-

furhing force of S, wilt vary inversely as the square of the

periodic time (f T round S, or directly as the cube of the

apparent diameter of S an seen from T.

For let .V' and ST be other values of S and ST \ then

in anv given position of /^ since PT is the same, the dis-

lurbing forces of S on /' are to those of S >^^ rr;„s •

e*'/'*
'
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and therefore the linear errors produced by them in the same

unit of time are in the same ratio, and PT being given, the

angular errors as seen from T will be proportional to the

linear errors ; and the same being true of all corresponding

angular errors, componendo, the angular errors generated in

S S'
a given time will be as :

^
, that is, by Prop, xv

(per", time)^ of T round S '
(per*', time)'^ of T round S'

'

and therefore the angular error varies inversely as

(per", time)^ of T round S.

Also if Z) = diameter of .9, S oc D\ and therefore angular

error oc—— oc the cube of the apparent diameter of aS", as

seen from T.

Coil. 15. If there be two systems P, T, S and P', T', S',

such that S : S' = T : T', and PT : ST = P'T' : S'T'

;

and if the orbits of P and P' he similar and similarly situ-

ated^ their periodic angular errors round T and T' arising

from the disturbing forces of S and S' will be equal.

The bodies P and P" at any two similarly situated points

in each orbit, are similarly acted on by proportional forces,

and therefore the linear errors, generated while they move
through small similar parts of their orbits, will be similar and

proportional, and will therefore be respectively as the diame-

ters of the orbits ; hence, the angular errors through those

small parts will be equal ; and this being true of the errors

through all corresponding parts, the periodic angular errors

will be equal.

Con. If). In any tico systems P, T, S and P', T', S',

in which the orbits of P and P' are similar and similarly

situated, to compare the periodic angular rrmrs round T
and T'.
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Let P and p be the j)eriodic times of T round S and of P round 7\

F'and/)' T yandofP* T.

In TyS, produced if necessary, place a body s such that

8 : S'= T : 7^, and at a distance sT from 1\ such that

T PT
sT: PT^S'T PT: .-..5 = ^.8", and *7'= -—

. ^r.

Then by Cor, l.">, the periodic angular errors in the system

/*', T\ S' equal the errors in the system P, T^ 8. Again,

by Cor. 14, in the systems P, 7", S and P, T, «, the angular

errors in a given time, and therefore the periodic angular

errors are

s PT y PT' p' p'
. as — : -r

;

ST' T S'T' T F' P'

therefore the periodic angular errors in the systems P, 7^, S

and P\ T, S' are as ^^ : ^,

.

Hence, if the orbits of two satellites be similar, and

equally inclined to the orbits of their primaries, the periodic

angular errors in their orbits will vary directly as the squares

of the periodic times of the satellites, and inversely as the

squares of those of the primaries.

Tiie errors here spoken of arc tlic angular ujotions of the

nodal line, aj)sidal line, &c.

Coil. 17. To compare the menu addit'itioits force with

the force of T on P.

Let P be the periodic time of T round .9.

;; that of /' .uul T round their lenter of gravity ;
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/p+ T
therefore \/ ——— ./j = time in which P would revolve round

T at rest at the same distance TP^ by Prop. lix.

S . PT
Now, mean addititious force = —

^ ,

S
and force of .9 on T = o/rra

;

.-. mean addititious force : force of S ox\ T = PT : STy

and by Prop, iv,

ST PT T
force of aS* on T : force of T' on P =

P"'
' f P+T"

.'. mean addititious force : force of T on P = -—
p2 p2 p^ J^

The force of T on P here spoken of is that with which

T alone draws P, and this force is to that with which P
and T are drawn towards each other as P : P+ P; hence

compounding this with the above proportion, we have

mean addit^. force : force of P and P towards each other

1 1

" P^ ' ^*

THE END.
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